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INTERIM OPINIO:-; 

By this A??lication the San Francisco 2ay Area ?~?id 
Transit Oistrict (BART) re~uests Co~~ission authorization to change 
BART's method of operation from one utilizing the present computer 
~utomated block system (CABs)l/ for train s~?aration and control to 
a system using the primary automatic train control system (ATC) 
supplemented by the sequential occupancy release syste~ (SORS), a 
syste~ that also is sometimes d~scribed as "close headways". 
Introduction and Summarv • 

State law provides that SA.~T is "subject to regulations 
of the Public Utilities Co~~ission relating to safety appliances 
'and procedures and the Co~~ission ••. may make such further additions 
or changes necessary for the purpose of safety to employees and the 
general public." (Public Utilities Code Section 29047.) 

In carrying out its responsibilities under the law, the 
Commission strongly suppor~s and encourages safe and efficient 
public transit, which -is particularly n~cessary as fuel costs rise 
making it increasingly eX?ensive to use a private automobile. The 
Commission seeks not to hamper SART's operations but to ~inimize 
safety hazards. The Co~~ission recognizes that safety is not an 
absolute--there is some risk in al~ost every aspect of everything 
peo~le do. the Commission further recognizes that reasonable people 
may disagree about what is needed to minimize safety hazards, and if 
BAR~ is to reach its full ?oten~ial in attracting riders, those riders 
must have confidence that every reasonable step is bein; taken to 
provide for safety. 

In this spirit the following decision will allow EA.~T 
trains to run closer together than they now do, which will provide 
more frequent, and thus, more attrac~ive service to riders. Sut 

';'/ Appendix;" is a glossary of terms used in this decision. 
" 
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the order attaches two i~?ortant conditions to this improve~ent 
in service. First, on a temporary basis the number of trains ~hich 
may b~ in the transoay tube at one time will be limited to two under 
normal operation with up to four possible on occasion when o?erating 
procedures require such spacing in order to ~aintain optimum system 
operation. This condition will remain in effect until BA.~ has 
replaced the seats on its cars with new seats containing much less 
fla~~able material. Second, BAR~ and the Commission staff will 
jointly develop and recommend to the Co~~ission operatins procedures 
which would, after the seat replacement prosram is completed, replace 
the temporary restrictions mentioned above. 

Linking close headways to seat replacement is justified 
because, under conditions that may not happen often but could clearly 
happen at ti~es, as many as 9,900 BART passengers could, under 
close headw~ys operation, be on trains in the transbay tube at one 
time. At present, the greatest nu~er on trains in the tube at ~ne 
time is about 3,300. Should there be fire on a train under these 
worst-case conditions, re~uirins not only evacuation 0: that one ~rain 
but perhaps of others as well, ~l~arly there would be suostantially 
greater dangers with the preseht seats than with the ~uch less 
fla~~able seats that will soon be installed. In other respects the 
new syste~ should not affect tne safety of SAR~'s operations and, 
in fact, ~ay reduce some of the potential hazards on the system. 

The new system is the cul~inQtion of four years of 
development, installation, and testing by EA.~~ and the Co~~ission 
staff and consideration by the Co~~ission through hearings held over 
the last two years. The syste~ was conceived by engineers at Eewlett
Packard Corporation ~ne designed and installed ~y Westinghouse 
Corporation and BART's own staff. It will enable BART to cut al~os~ 
in hal: its pres~~t ~:ai~ h~acways 0: abo~~ seven ~inu~es. ~~is 

will allow BART to op~rate 16 to li trains per hour through its 
heaviest traffic corridor in lieu of tbe ten operated today. ~~'s 
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. 
passenger-handling capabilities ~ll be increased significantly and 
train load factors should be reduced so that fewer passengers will 
be without seats during the peak hours. 

An extensive monitor~g program recommended by 
the Commission staff will be used to check on the 
reliability and safety of the SORS and provide information 
to determine the cause of any system malfunctions which 
might occur, malfunctions which may affect safety and could . 
cause delays on the system. 
Proceeding History 

An explanation is in order as to why the Commission has 
taken over two years to coce to a decision on this matter. !he 

.application was filed on December 6, 1977 and the first hearing was 
held on April 7, 1978. Twenty-four days of hearings were held 
curing April~ May, June, and July of 1978 before Adminis~rative Law 

Judge (AU) Carol !. Coffey. During AUgust and September 1978 
additional detection tests requested by AlJ Coffey were performed 
by BART. On September 15, 1978 BART amended the application to 
revise the close headways start-up plan and to indicate to the 
Cornmi~sion its plans for 0?erations during wet weather conditions. 
An additional 23 days of hearings were held tn ~ovember and 
December 1978, and the case was first submitted on Dececber 21, 1978 
subject to a briefing schedule running through the end of February 
1979. On January 17, 1979 the transbay tube fire occurredY and 
on Februa:y 7, '1979 the staff filed a aotion to suspend the briefing 
schedule pending resolution of some of the issues surrounding the 
fire. This was granted by AlJ Coffey on February 13, 1979. Shortly 
thereafter AlJ Coffey retired and this catter was assigned to 
AlJ Albert C. Porter, who on June 28, 1979 ordered BA.~ to submit 
an analysis of the effect of close headways operations on fire 
safety. !his a.~lysis was filed by BAR! o~ August 15, 1979 and 
four addit~nal days of hearings were held before AlJ Porter i~ 

~I See Decision No. 90144 dated April 4, 1979 in Case No. 9867. 
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October 1979. At those hearings BART's general manager, Keith 
Bern~raf testifiea that after the January 17, 1979 fire, BART and 
the Commissio~ staff agreed to defer the close headways ~~o9ram 
for an unspecified period of time. He stated that BART did not 
rush back into the program once it was back in operation after the 
fire because it wanted to spend time addressing points in the 
Commission's orders as well as mandates of SA.~T's Board of Directors 
regarding i~proved fire and emergency s~fety; BAR: did not re~uest 
further hearings on close headways until it was sure the ?rogra~ on 
fire saf~ty and emer~ency ?roceeur~s was well in hand. Mr. Bern~rd 

stated that BART spent a lot of extra time on its own volitior. 
ex~mining closely the relationship between fire safety and close 
headways; this led to a pro9ra~ to ch~nge certain speed profiles On 
the system and modify the SORS protection system so that only one 
train coule ever b~ between ~ny pair 0: underground air ventS. Only 
when that was completed did BART come back to the Co~~ission seeking 
apprcva1 to implement SORS. 

The application was submit~¢d for ~ second time on 
October 19, 1979 on a briefing schedule extending to D~ee~Qer 4, 1979. 
At its regularly scheduled meeting on April lS, 1980, the Co~~ission 
voted to issue a recommended decision bv ALJ Porter as a ~ro~sed . .... - ~ 

report. This w~s done on April 16 ane providee for the filing of 
written exceptions by April 30 and oral ar9u~ent before the 
Commission en banc on ~<1.ay 7, 1980. Through the ·,.,.ritten exceptions 
and oral argument, BART made representations that were not, up to that 
time, a part of the record. ~hose representations are that BART 
can and will be able to limit the nu~ber of trains in the transbay 
tube at one time under SORS operation. This limitation will allow 
the Commis~ion to grant i::t."':Iediate conditional a,provaJ. to operate 

-5-
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the system under SORS~ The s~eci:ie representations ~re 
discussed under the section of thi~ decision titled HNon-involved 
Trains". Accordingly, the pro?osed report of ~tJ ?orter h~s ~een 
modified herein in that respect. Also, a mOdification is ~ade 
concerning the proposed report's reco~~endation on a moni~orin9 
system for SORS~ Other~ise we have adopted the proposed report. 
The BART Svstem . 

BART is an electrified third-rail powered train transit 
system operating in the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, and 
San Francisco. There is a total of 71 ziles of route track on 
the system of which 2~ miles is underground, including the 
3erkeley Hills Tunnel and transbay tu~e which are each about 2.5 
miles long. The system is, roughly shaped li~e an HX H (see ?~ge 7) 
and serves from Richmond on the northwest to Fremont on the 
southeast and from O~ly City on the southwest to Concord on the 
northeast. There are 34 stations on the system and three main 
routes, Daly City to Concord, Daly City to Fremont, ~nd Richmond 
to Fremont. Transfers between rOutes are primarily m~de at 
~acArthur and Oakland City Center Stations. Two ty?es of cars are 
operated, "A" cars · .... hieh have control cabs and "SH cars • .... hieh do no":: 

all cars carry 72 seated passensers. ~or~al t:~in consists range 
from two A cars and one S car to twO A cars ane eight Scars =akirig 
ten cars the maximum and three the minimum. :he approximate length 
of a t&n-c~r train is 700 feet • 

-6-
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Earlv Ooeration 
• Pre-revenue operational testing of BART~s primary ATC 

system during July and August of 1972 indicated that the AtC detection 
of single unpowered ears, two-car unpowered dead trains, and two-car 
powered trains'was not always reliable. Accordingly, when revenue 
service was initiated in September 1972, a manual block system 
was used.. This entailed having a supervisor loeated at each BART 
station who was in communieation with supervisors in stations 
preceding and succeeding his on the line. Assuming four stations 
in the system, A, B, C, and D, train separation was guaranteed in 
the following manner. With tra~ns positioned at only stations A and 
C and moving in the direction A to D, the train at A was held by 
the supervisor at A until the 'train at C had left C and the 
supervisor at C had so informed the supervisor at A.. The train at 
A could now proceed to B but could not leave B for C until the train 
that had been at Cleft D. This two-station separation on the 
system was necessary because trains had been known to run through 
a station without stopping even though 'they had been programmed 
to stop. The manual system was later replaced by a computer automated 
block system (CABS). Under this system computer control replaced 
the human supervisor on duty at each station. The first version of 
CABS, CABS-2, maintainE~d the original two-station separation that 
had been implemented under the manual system.. !he version of CABS 
in.operation today, CABS-l, maintains one-station separation which 
effectively allows much lower headways than two-station separation. 
Since September 16, 1974 BAR! has operated its entire system using 
CABS for train separation. 
Present O~eration 

!he present .automatic train control system works in the 
following way. The 71 miles of BART track are divided into about 
1,500 blocks of track each of which is electrically isolated fr~ 
all others. The blocks range in length from 100 to 1~200 feet • 

-z-
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Electrical currents in the blocks are used to determine whether a 
train is present within the block. They are also used to transmit 
speed codes to the trains; these eoces tell the train how fast to 
operate in each block or, in the alternative, whether it should be 

stopped. Assuming a series of bloeks, if there are no trains 
within those blocks, then the speed of a train in the blocks can 
be greater than if a second train occupies blocks ahead of the 
first train. Likewise speed codes transmitted to blocks following 
a block occupied by a train are reduced accordingly, the closer 
such blocks become to the oecupied block. These speed modifications 
are called "follOwing move speed profiles." 

Assuming four blocks, 1, 2, 3, ana 4 in order anc a 
normal maximum speed o~ 80 miles per hour, if there is a train just 
ahead of those bloc1~s, speed codes in those blocks might be reduced 
to something on the order of zero in the fourth block, 18 in the 
third, 36 in the second, and 50 in the first. Blocks behind that 
could remain programmed at 80 miles per hour. The flaw in the system 
is that occaSionally the ATC fails to detect a train occupying a 
block. This inability of the ATC to post an occupancy for a block 
even though a train is present there is a hazard to the operation 
and can lead to serious consequences. First, unde·r the ATC system 
a train must be detected and then it must be protected from :.rains 
encroaching 'from its rear. The presence of a train in a block causes 
following move speed profiles to be generated for the blocks behind 
that train. This allows following traffic operating in the autocatic 
mode to either come to a safe stop behind the occupancy or reduee 
speed prior to entering a block where a stop is re~uired. Should 
a train suffer a detection failure, sometimes referred to as a 
"dropout", the speed codes in the bloek behind the train will 
revert to the higher speed cocles of the through-train speed profiles, 
the speed codes that would reflect clear track ahead. As a result, 
the undetected trai~ could be s~bject to a rea:-end collision • 
!his condition was the reason for the installation of the early 

-9-
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manual system and, lat.er, t.he CABS-2 and CABS-l syst.ems. Under 
CABS operation, the central computer identifies each train on the 
system and remembers its progress. The computer can remember the 
last known position of a train even if that train should suffer a 
detection failure. This is the key feature of CABS. Should a 
t.rain in a block have a dropout, the computer remembers that it was 
supposed to be there and will =etain that information until the 
train has logically, according to the computer, returned to the 
block or left t.he area. The comput.er uses its information to hold 
a t.rain at a station platform until it has determined that all of 
the track to the next station platform is clear of any trains and 
that any trains that have been on that track have properly exited 
the section. 
Present System Limitations 

The basic limitation of CABS is throughput of trains, 
i. e., headways. Under CA:sS-l operating headways 'between trains 
can never be any shorter than the run time from one sution to the 
next. As long as trains are kept one station apart on the BART 
system, then BART will basically be limited to approximately seven 
minutes bet.ween t.rains even during pe.ak-' or rush-hour servi~. This is 
the equivalent of operating between 33 and 36 trains on the system 
for typical rush-hour service. 

The second constraint that CABS imposes on the 
system is reliability, and the key to that constraint is 
the two central computers at BART's central control facility 
at Lake Merritt. One operates on-line and one operates in 

a back-up mode ready to take control of the system should the 
first computer fail. There are times when both computers fail; 
such failures are infrequent, but occur in the BART system. 
several times per year. The effect under CABS is that without the 
central computer tracking and releasing trains station-by-station, 
the system must stop. When both central computers fail, each 

-10-
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train in ~he systec is stopped when i~ arrives at the next station. 
The train is held in that station anci cannot proceed again in 
automatic until the central computers have been restored and all 
trains have 'been reidentified for the system. This obviously results 
in very serious curtailment of BART service and occurs because the 
central computers are involved in the train separation process. 

A third aspect that limits BART under the CABS mode of 
operation is failure management. Failure management can be defined 
as the ability to manage equipment failures as they occur. 
Successful failure management is the ability to maintain consistent 
reliable service in spite of equipment failures. 

For example, certain features which had been built into 
BART's train protection and train operation system have had to be 
disabled. under the CABS operating system. An example is the 
capability of having a train run through a station. The advantage 
of being able to run a train through a station coces when a disabled 
train has off-loaded its passengers and BAR7 is attecpting to get 
it to the nearest sidtng and off the syst~ as quickly as possible. 
Under CABS the crippled train, operating at reduced speed with no 
passengers, is required to stop at every station platform along its 
way even though its destination may be the nearest yard or siding. 
Under that operaeing procedure the crippled train slows down all 
trains behind it. Under close headways BART would be able to lift 
that type of restriction and get the train out of the way of the 
traffic behind it without causing vast schedule perturbations,to 
following traffic. 

Anoeher aspect of failure managecent is directly related 
to the decreased operating headways under SORS as compared to CABS. 
Under CABS and the one-station spacing, BART can run no less than 
about a seven-minute heacway_ That type of headway res~lts in 
very little slack in the system and schedule disruptions anywhere 
on the system are ,immediately felt throughout ehe system • 

-ll-
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The Close Headways Program 
Neil A. Brumberger, manager of train control systems in 

BART's engineering department, testified concerning the reasons 
for and nature of the close headways project which was initiated in 
March 1976 and involved five major issues affecting system safety. 

First, the detection issue that surfaced during the tests 
conducted in 1972 required a solution before BART could hope to 
operate trains at close headways. 

The second issue was stopping distances. In order to 
achieve BART's original design goal of 90-second operating headways, 
the system was signaled for a 2.7 miles per hour per second brake 
rate. That rate implies that a train traveling at 27 miles per 
hour on level track would take approximately ten seconds to stop. 
Early tests of the system showed that this brake rate was too high 
and not always achievable; during wet weather conditions, in 
particular, trains routinely exceeded the stopping distances whiCh 
had been built into the system. 

the third and fourth issues dealt with two design flaws 
in BART's automatic train protection system. !he BAR! engineering 
department identified these two flaws in the course of its review of the 
train protection system as, first, A design error in the speed code 
transmission equipment which is ,located along BART's wayside. This 
flaw ~ould result under certain remote conditions in ~roper 
transmission of a speed command to a train. !he second item was a 
design flaw in the speed code receiving and decoding equipment 
located in each of BAR'I"s A-cars. This flaw could cause a train 
to improperly interpret a speed command. 

The fifth main element of the program dealt with the 
series of steps that had to 'be taken with respect to the central 
computer. These steps were not taken specifically as a result of 
any safety issues which had been raised but, rather, were steps to 
prepare the centra.l computer for elose headways operation and as 
such 'became part of the SORS program. 

-l2-
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These were the basic issues which needed to be addressed 
and whieh necessitated the CABS program. In conjunction with 
consultants, BAR! undertook a program to resolve each of the issues 
and the result is the proposed elose heaeways program • . 

The first element of BART's close headways program was 
to solve the detection issue, an issue that BAR! maintains has come 
up primarily under unrealistic testing conditions that entailed 
a two-car train whose revenue operation is precluded by BART's 
proposed order.~/ Deteetion is presumably better with longer trains 
because there are more axles to create shunting aeross the traeks. 
Nevertheless, alternate means of protection were considered to 
augment the pr~ry ATe system and among these SORS was selected 
and ~plemented as a means of solving the detection problem. 

On the issue of stopping distances BART's original 
design, as stated ~~lier, called for a 2.7 mile per hour per 
second deceleration rate in order to achieve the original goal of 
90-second operating headways. In wet weather trains cannot achieve 
that high a brake r~~te and exceed the stopping distances that 
were built into the system using ~he opt~istic brake rate. CABS 
has been some protection against the brake probl~ even through it 
was for the primary purpose of overeoming the detection issue. The 
introduction of CABS alleviated the safety aspeets of stopping 
distances by keeping trains sufficiently far apart so that even 
under slippery track conditions there is no threat of trains 
colliding. Also, BARt introduced an L~peded mode operation in wet 
weather ~hich operated trains at 75 pereent of the full normal 
speed. This feature prevented trains from over-~ing stations in 
wet weather. After an extensive program of testing which included 

3/ BART and the Commission's staff offeree proposed orders that 
would authorize their versions of close neadways operation. 
These were directly compared in Exhibit 87 which is a~tached 
hereto for reference purposes as Appendix B. 
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all kinds of conditions~ the lowest brake rate observed was 1.73 
miles per hour per second. After further testing BAR! has chosen 
two brake rates to reprogram the system. The first is l.2 miles 
per hour per second for all exposed track, and the second is 1.6 
for all covered track. On some covered track sections for eertatn 
reasons BAR! uses the 1.2 rate. (See the section on underground 
Wet Track.) 

Using those brake rates BART reprogrammed approximately 
10,000 individual speed codes that are used on the 1,500 track 
blocks on the system. !he new speed codes take into account the 
grades on the system as well as certain conditions surrounding 
stations, cross-overs, and yards. 

Braking is the primary reason for the staff's suggestion 
that no trains ~th less than three ears be operated. The staff 
points out that speed profiles are designed ~th certain margins 
so that if there is a partial loss of braking on a train there would 
still be enough braking capability to stop that train safely. 
Assuming a ten-car train, if one car loses its brakes, there is 
approximately a l!lOth loss in braking capability •. If a three-ear 
train loses one ear"s brakes, the loss is approximately 1/3, a 
much more serious situation. 

It appears that BART's automatic train control system is 
now programmed for realistic stopping distances for the conditions 
that BARk has found ehrough experience trains will encoun~er. 

The third and fourth elements of the program basically 
dealt with redesigning the speed code transmission equipment at the 
wayside to correct the failure mode which had been identified. 
BAR! also redesigned and modified the speed code receiving and 
decoding equipment on board the A-cars to =eeeify ~he design flaw 
that had been identified there. These activities were implemented 
under eXisting Coc~ission orders and have receivee seaff approval 
for use in revenue service and, therefore, no further authorizations 
with respect to those two modifica~ions are being requested in this 
application. 

-14-
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The fifth element of the close headways project bas 
involved a modification to the central train control computer. The 
purpose of the central computer is to maintain a schedule and to 
adjust headways to pro"ide uniform service throughout the BAR! 
system. !he computer also monitors and displays alarms from various . 
pieces of equipment lOi:ated throughout the system to the central 
train controllers and supervisory staff. !he central c~puters, 
in their original design concept, did not have direct train safety 
responsibilities, although under CABS they maintain train separations. 
Train protection is built into the local hard-wired ATe equipment 
which is located in every station and along the wayside of the BAR! 
tracks. The issue t~~t has arisen with respect to the central 
computers is that early tests, which the BAR! engineering departoent 
conducted in conjunction with lawrence Berkeley laboratories (tEL), 
indicated that the central compute~ would be operating at full 
capacity with 50 to 60 trains on the system instead of the 105 
trains expected within the original design. BAR! expects that ~'he:l 
the central computer reaches its full capacity its responses will 
become sluggish. and d~lays on the order of a fraction of a second 
will be incurred in ~~he posting of alarms or in responding to 
commancs from ·the ce:ntral supervisory staff. This is not a very 
significant amount of time b~t would be noticeable to the central 
supervisory staff. It is possible that with the computers operating 
well above capacity, this sluggishness would worsen and might cause 
a delay of one or t~10 seconds in the posting of info:rmation to the 
staff. Therefore, BART took a number of steps to increase the 
capacity of the cenl:ral computers and it appears now that the 
computers will operate quite satisfactorily with the expeetec nuober 
of trains (43) that will be on the system under soas operation. 
The SOR Svstem 

SORS is made up of 52 mini computers,. two computer~ 
in each of 26 train control stations. The two computers in each 

• station are fully ~~edundent, operate 24-hours per day, are on-line. 
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and maintain full train protection at all times. In the case of 
failure of one computer, the other computer is fully capable of 
protecting all trains in the area. Under the unlikely possibility 
that both computers might ·fail concurrently, local sensors in that 
station detect that fact and enforce a 27-mile per hour maximum 
speed restriction in the affected area. !hat speed restrictio~ is 
maintained until at least one computer is back on-line and all 
trains in the area have their SORS protection restored. 

Under SORS a 1:rain is never lost in the system 'because 
SORS always remembers if there was a train in a block and whether 
that train has logically left the block and the block is clear. 
SORS maintains 700 feet of protective occupancy behind the most 
forward posi~ion that a train has achieved. As the train moves 
through the systen from block to block, SORS moves along with it; 
as long as the train progresses block~by-bloek through the system, 
SORS advances its protection by adjusting following move speed 
profiles behind the tra:in, always moving that protection up as the 
train moves. Should the train e~counter a detection failure, SORS 
would not advance the protection it established behind the train 
when it was in the block in which it lost detection. This detection 
failure results in SORS stranding or retaining the occupancy latches 
behind the block that the train was last in anci not advancing then. 
The effect, of course, is to stop any following trainsoperati~g in 
the automatic moee from encroaching on the lead train which has 
suffered a detection failure. !his is the £undaoent;l feature of 
SORS, i.e., it requires that'the train be detected in every block 
along its route and as long as it does so, soas follows it with 
protective latchings. Should a train drop out soas re::e:nbers the 
last block it was in and will not let another train into that 
block or lift any following speed profiles because SORS presuces it 
is still occupied. Because SORS works on the track circuit level 
and uses the blocks that are built into the track system, instead 
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of the station-to-s~ation level as CABS does~ it can safely allow 
for higher ~hroughput 'because the distances between the shunts 
that SORS uses, i.e., the A-points between blocks, are cueh less 
than the station-co-station distances. 

It should be understood that the primary ATC system will 
still control the operation of the system; the purpose of SORS 
will be to insure that if the ATC sys~em loses a train through lack 
of detection and tries to give a following train an improper speed 
code, SOR$ is the backu~ protection to prevent such an occurrence. 
Under SORS, unless the track ahead is clear and ready for the type 
of speed code that the ATC would generate, SORS steps in and 
prevents the ATC from acting improperly. 
Advantages of SORS 

The general manager testified that in his opinion ridership 
on BAR! would increase as a result of the implementation of close 
headways beca~se the load factors will be reduced and the operation 
of trains directly from,Richmond to Daly City would be inaugurate<j. 
In his opinion this would bring an immediate increment in patronage 
because people now using automobiles or buses will switch to BART. 
BART believes it can attract new passengers who have not regularly 
used BAR! before by providing a service that does not cause 
passengers to wait on a platform for a long period of time. 

!he general manager testified that he could project, with 
some confidence, that the load factors on BAR! will be less 
for an initial period after the institution 0: SORS~ !hat initial 
period may be only a year or less but certainly the first six 
months should see a definite drop. That drop should induce 
additional demand and patronage should continue to grow from there. 
BART plans for train ~onsist sizes and schedules which limit load 
factors to a 1.3 average in the peak hour. 

Witness Brurnberger testified that BAR~ ~~s enough 
equipment at the present time to support a three-minute ~nimum 
headway on the system. 
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Other advantages of the SORS are discussed under the 
section on fire safety. 
Evaluation and Testing 

BART has utilized a set of criteria i~ its evaluation 
of the safety of the proposed change and submitted them in the 
hearings as EXhibit 46. There is no pat mathematical formula 
that can be used to specify a level of safety. No such overall 
criteria have been developed for the BAR! system nor for that 
~tter, any other transit system that participants in this proceeding 
know of. Ultimately the questio~ of safety rests on judgment and 
judgment must be exercised on the basic question posed to the 
Commission of whether BART's proposed code of operation will provide 
an adequa,te level of safety for BAR! riders. In the judgt:lent of 
the parties who have worked with this systeQ continuously for 
extended periods of t~e, the operation under SORS should be at 
least as safe as under CABS. Those parties are, in addition to the 
BART staff, the Co:::miss:Lon r s staff and independent experts from 
LBL. '!hey all generall~r support BART's application, although there 
are several points of d:Ls8g1:eement "between BART and the staff which 
will be discussed herein. In point of fact, no one has opposed 
BART's basic re~uest. BART is not asking to operate the system 
under the ATC with no backup. !he backup they are proposing is 
SORS. 

In making ext~~nsive analyses and reviews of the proposed 
system, BART relied on many experienced institu~iqns in the Bay 
Area. These include West'inghouse Corporation who helped design and 
install SORS, TRW Corpoj~ation, SRI International, Hewlett-?ackard 
Corporation, LEL, and the staff. 

SORS has gone through a very vigorous installation acce?tance 
phase and frequent preventive ma~tenance tests have been p~rfo~ed 
on all of the SORS cOQPuters. !here have bee~ six full-seale 
demonstrations ~nder the close heacways :oce 0: opera:ion a: 
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three-minute operating headways. These tes~s were conducted in 
February, Mar~h, and Aprii ~f 1978. With the exception of one 
SORS-related incident, which was a design problem revealed during 
the demonstration on February 12, 1978 and which is discussed below, 
all of the demonstrations, including high-density demonstra~ions, 
were successful with SORS performing properly ane maintaining 
continuous train protection. 

!he February 12, 1978 problem occurred during a high 
saturation test which involved operating as many trains as possible 
on the system to see if SORS would provide appropriate protection. 
Operators of trains in the vicinity of the inciden~ reported that 
they were stopping with only one shunt separating their train from 
the train ahead. !his meant that a train occupying a block was 
approached by a second train in the block immediately behind the 
first train; under the general rules of SORS protection, that 
should not have occurred at the particular locations involved. During 
the incident all trainseame to safe stops and no unsafe condition 
existed. However, the incident violated the rules programmed into 
SORS for separation and resulted in subsequent inyestigation and 
changes to SORS. 

SORS was initially installed by Westinghouse Corporation 
in 1974 and completed its first series of acceptance tests in the 
first quarter of 1975. For practieal purposes it has been on-line 
and opera~ing ever since. It has been operating subordinate to 
CABS but, nonetheless, there have been ~ years of operation of 
the SORS computers in the parallel mode. 
Issues Between BART and Staff 

At the close of the first set of hearings in this matter 
in December 1978, there were six outs~anciing issues between the 
staff and BAR!. The first of these was the so-called B-point issue. 
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This issue related to certain aspects of the train detection syst~ 
under SORS operation. The second· was the program to monitor 
performance of the SORS when it goes into operation. The third 
was the issue of whether SORS constraints should be utilized during 
revenue service only or whether they should be required during 
nonrevenue service as well. The fourth was the speed with which 
close headways operations should be phased in. The fifth was the 
manner in which additionaltratnswould be added to the syst~ and 
whether or not the addition of those trains should require 
Commission staff concurrence. The sixth and last issue was the 
extra reporting that the Cocmission staff had ~equested of BAR! 
and the time during which such additional reporting measures would 
be necessary. In addition to those six, two other" issues have 
surfaced since the close of the initial set of hearings. !he 
first of these is the impact that close headways operation might 
have on fire safety; the second concerns the resignaling of 
certain portions of underground track on the San Francisco line 
(M Line). 

Over the year and a half period that this proceeding was 
litigated, BART and the Commission staff have cooperated extensively 
in defining the issues involved and attecpting to solve theQ. !he 
points at issue between BART and the staff that remain now are: 
monitoring the new system, operation during nonrevenue service, 
the underground vent separation syst~, certain operating rest~ictions, 
additional reporting requirements~ fire safety, and resi;naling 
wet underground track. These are discussed in the following portions 
of the decision, together with the B-point issue because of its 
importance to the BAR! operation and safety considerations. 
B-Points 

~itness Brumberger explained the purpose of B-points as 
follows. In the original design and const=uction of the BARr 
system the track structure was separated into the series of 1,500 
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individual track circuit. blocks established by A-point shunts and 
discussed elsewhere in'this decision. BART found that some of these 
track circuits were too long to properly define, for operating 
purposes, the position of a train in the syst~. Therefore, in 
some of the blocks one or two B-points were established which did 
nothing more than provide a rnechanisQ to dete~ine the relative 
position of a train in the block. As an example, a block defined 
by two A-points at each of its ends can be divided into three 
sub-blocks by the addition of two B-points within the bloek. This 
would allow the ATe system to precisely locate the ?osition of the 
train in the block relative to the three su~bloeks. 

What is the purpose of B-points then from an operational 
standpoint? An ~~ple of their use ~ould be the Daly City end 
of the transbay line. One of the primary things that BAR!' must make 
sure of is that a train does not go beyond the end of a platfo=m, 
particularly at the end of a line such as at Daly City.~l Yet, BAR! 
wants to be able to berth a train in the seat ion autoClatically 
without the train operator assucing the train controls to hostle 
it in manually because manual operation is more tL~e-consuming. 
When B~~T was built, the end-of-the-li~e bloek at Daly City was 
equipped with a single track circuit and one transmitter. !hat 
transmitter can transmit only one speed code at a time. BART ~ts 
the train given non-zero speed eocles at a long enough distance :roc 
the end of the track so that the longest train can berth in the 
station and, yet, have all trains traverse the block a~ the highest 
speed possible. To accomplish this, B-points are used. As the 
train enters the block it is given a speed code of 18 miles per 
hour. As it crosses the first B-point and is detected, the speed 
eneoding e~uipment would change the speed code to six miles per 
hour. As the trainprogressec further into the block and 
crossed the second B-point, that detection would result 

~/ 
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At the Fremont Station on Octooer 2, 1972 a train ran through 
the end of the line and landed partially in the parking lot. 
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in a speed change from six miles per hour to zero. !he net effect 
is that one track circuit has been used to transmit three different 
speed commands to the train. 

The effect of this system is that the passage of the 
train into the block and over the B-points may affect the speed of 
the train in that particular block but not its protection from the 
rear because the hard-wiree ATC system only knows that a train is 
somewhere within a block. B-points are not shunted points as are 
A-points, that is, the track is not broken at a B-point. It is 
the lack of this shunt that precludes soas from being a back-up to 
B-points because SORS works only on the primary blocks within the 
ATC system. With no SORS back-up with its protective measures to 
come into play, a hazard is created in the system. 

The question arises as to why BART did not replaee all the 
B-points with A-points and s~ply Qake more blocks ~~thin the ATe 

• system. To do so would require replacing one track circuit with 
three, for example, when two intermediate ~point shunts are 
installed. Two more sets of transmitters and receivers and the 
modifications therefor would be required. Such a retrofit for the 
system would be an enormously expensive undertaking and disrupt. 
service for an extended period of time. A perfect solution, of 

• 

course, would be to remove all B-points from the BAR! system. However~ 

this would cause serious degradation of service in terms of extendeo 
trip times, longer headways between trains, and frequent manual 
train operation. 

Although the extent of the risk is unknown, loss of 
detection from moving trains is at least rare if not, as B~~T 
claims, nonexistent. !he wo~st consequence of such a loss would be 
a collision at the speed of the train just prior to the ~point~ 
typically 18 miles per hour, less whatever deceleration is accocplished 
after crossing the next shunt or by a train opera:or exercising an 
emergency stop. For a collision to take place, an Obstacle, ~ost 
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likely a train, would have to be located within that deceleration 
distance. 'these factors combine, the staff claims, to create an 
unquantifiable risk which, in its opinion, does not justify a 
wholesale removal of ~points. 

The culmination of the :S-point problem came about in a 
letter dated October 5, 1979 from R. S. Weule, BART's director of 
safety, to Alex E. Lutkus, manager of the Commission's BART safety 
section. This letter outlined agreements which were made at a 
meeting September 18, 1979 between a representative of BAR! and 
the Commission staff. Of a total of 233 ~points in the system, 
40 were identified as performing no essential functions and which 
BART has agreed to totally disable prior to inaugurating close 
headways operation. Twenty-nine other speed profiles ~volving 
B-points were identified as nonessential and will be modified. The 
list of B-points to be wholly disabled and speed codes to be 

• modified was attached to the letter Which is Exhibit 88 in these 
proceedings and is attached as Appendix C. witness Brumberger 
testified that in his opinion there would be no measurable 
degradation in service as a result of the agreement. This is 
because none of the 69 modifications to be made occur at critical 
headway locations or other constraining places in the system. 

• 

The order herein authorizing close headways will also 
provide that the Commission's staff shall be advised of any future 
changes in the status of B-points because, as witness Wesley Erck, 
computer control system specialist for the staff, testified, BART's 
speed profiles may change from time to time and certain functions 
that are provided by :S-points"may also change. We will order that 
any modifications will be reviewed by our staff and brought to the 
Commission'S attention if it is necessary to alter the order herein. 
This will give BAR! some flexibility in this matter • 
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Monitoring Program 
One of the main issues remaining between BART and the 

staff involves monitoring SORS after installation. !he monitoring 
program would be a means of overseeing BART's o~eration during ~he 
initial phase-in-of close headways, assessing the safety of the 
revised operation, and, in the case of the staff's proposal, a 
continuous monitoring of SORS and its functions. BART opposes such 
a special monitoring program. For several reasons it believes i~ 
is not necessary. BART points out that it already has a very 
extensive and sophisticated capability for monitoring and investigating 
safety violations on its syst~. BART claims the highly trained 
engineers in its safety and engineering departments with their 
specialized test equipment for use in review'of equipment failures 
are all the capability needed to determine the cause of any suspected 
safety violation. BART maintains it is ready to thoroughly 
investigate any suspected safety violation that might arise and 
would curtail close headways operation if it had any evidence that 
a flaw existed in its train protection syst~~ which might threaten 
safe train operation. BAR! ~refers to tailor its investigative 
steps to the particular problem arising and the specific circums~anees 
surrounding that problem. Nevertheless, at the insistence ~f 
AlJ Coffey, BART submitted a 4-part monitoring program (Exhibit 54). 

The first part of BART's program monitors for proper 
SORS operation. !his would be accomplished by ?ainting each of the 
shunts in the system, i.e., each of the copper bonds which define 
the limits of the some 1,500 track circuits, with a highly visible 
fluorescent paint. Markers would be added to the traekway 700 feet 
to the rear of each of these shunts, thus, defining the' 
limit of the length of a ten-car train. This featu=e would 
permit train operators to determine whenever their train had come 
too close to the train ahead and had perr.aps violated proper 
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SORS protection. Train operators would be required to report 
any incident where they could not see at least two painted . . 
shunts or one pafnted shunt and one 700-foot marker eetween 
their train and the one ahead. The second feature of 
the program would cause the red taillights on a train to flash 
at about a two cycle per second rate any ti~ethe t~ack circuit 
beh~d the train did not have a protective zero speed code. !his 
flashing red light would alert the train operator of a following 
train whenever the train ahead might not have protective follo~g 
move speed profiles. !he third element of the proposed monitoring 
program deals with the recording of SORS operation. BART proposes 
eo tnstall cameras in each SORS station during the first 48 hours 
of close headways operation. These caceras would be placed on a 
display panel which is par.t of each SORS installation. !hat panel 
contains lights which show the status of every occupancy and every 
SORS protective latch that is being generated by the SORS computer 
in that station. By recording that info~tion during the first 
48 hours of close headways operation at ea~~ st~tion, BART, through 
subsequent analYSiS, would be able to determine that proper close 
headways operation was taking place. Fu::;-ther, BAR'! proposes that 
any time a safety violation or a suspected violation occurs it 
would install a camera in the station involved, record a min~ 
of ten hours of SORS operation, and use that eata to supplement other 
investigative measures in resolving suspected safety violations. 
!he fourth element tn BARt's program deals with preventive maintenance 
procedures for ~he SORS computers. BART proposes to increase the 
frequency of preventive maintenance procedures for SORS computers 
from every 60 days to every 30 days. The last aspect of the BART 
program is not a monitoring feature but rather a li~t on its use. 
BAR! proposes that during the phase-in period of SORS extra ~sures 
be ecployed over and above the monitoring and investigative capabilities 
that BAR! already ~.as in place. BART would coe~in~e that extra 
monitoring for 90 days after the entire system has been opezating 
under close headwavs • • • 
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~ The staff proposal would provide for devices to be 

~ 

~ 

permanently in place to collect data on a continuous basis at all 

SORS computer locations. Onder its ?rogra~, whenever anything is 
reporteo as a ?ossible violation B~~= would oe aole to go out, 
collect the already recorded data, analyze ~~em, and determine Whether, 
in fact, an incident or violation had occurred, what had led up to its 
occurrence, and, quite probably, what mechanisms contributed to its 
occurrence: The staff claims it.s ?roposal would provide a record 
of incidents as they occur thereby providing a record that could b~ 
used to understand the nature of the in~ident and whether, in fact, 
it was a violation at all, and what subsystem contributed to the 
incident. ~he staff maintains that a record of the SORS in?uts and 
outputs can be used to determine whether the inputs were coming in 
a normal fashion and whether SO?S algorithms were generating outputs 
as predicted and as understood by ?eople knowledgeable about the SORS 
operations. The staff clai~s that if those cases check out, on~ can 
. 1 .. ' 1:' 1 ... ,., 'I.. dod' , ,(: . l' 1S0 ate ... ne .. 31 ure to el ..... er t .• e s?~e enc 1:'19 e~u1pment as ... a1 long 
to respond to the soas protection or the inability 0: the train to 
respond to the speed codes. Cnder the staff proposal B~ would be 
required to analyze tape data only in the case 0: 3 specific violation. 
These re~orts 0: violations would come ~ost likely from train operators 
,(: l' o· "'0· d ....~ ......... , 1 ... 0 • w1ng p_ ceeures escr!~eQ ln ~~~. s proposa • 

The staff, in a lengthy critiq~e of B~~~'s proposal, clai~s 
that 2ART's syste~ would largely correspond to the staff's as to the 
type and volu~e 0: information that could be <.;athered, but the 
problem the sta:: sees with the 3~~~ proposal is that BART would 
not install the eaui~ment until after an incident had ha~~ened. 

.. .. .. M 

Under the syzte~ proposed by aA.~T, unless these incidents happened 
during the initial '8 hours of the SORS installation, aA~ will not 
have a ~onitoring device in place. Therefore, the staff believes 
there will oe no way to reconstruct an incident other than what can 
be done with whatever operator report is availa~le at the ti~e, 
and E~~T could only hope that the incident would rec~; and 
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recur within ten hours. The staff points out that as SORS operation . . ' 

is improved with use as ttme goes by, operational anomalies in the 
system will become less frequent. As anomalies become rare it may 
take weeks of collecting daea in order to get the incident to recur. 
During that time, passengers would be exposed to, the possibility 
that it might recur and lead to an accident. A.lso, it could be 
something that recurs well after the ten hours of observation that 
BAR'! plans to make after an incident has occurred. The staff 
maintains that when an incident occurs, BART does not propose to 
install monitoring devices syste=wide but only at the location of 
the incident. It is possible with a system as sophisticated as 
SORS that that sa.'1le probleo. may occur but somewhere else on the 
system where the monitoring devices which have been installed will 
not pick it up at all. The staff has no problem with what BAR! 
has proposed as a means of partially fulfilling the needs of a 
monitoring program but claims that the recording devices are 
inadequate from the standpoint of number and continuity. The staff 
claims that although, initially, it will cost more to install the 
staff-proposed monitoring system, over, a period of years it may 
reduce the cost of determining what has occurred during an incident 
on the system. !his is because the data will be available quickly 
and in more complete form than would be the case with the BAR! 
proposal. 

To summarize the staff position, it claw that what is 
missing in BARk's proposal is the ability to ::-econstruet a Violation so 
a determination of what happened and what led up to or eaused the 
incident to occur ean be made. Setting the monitoring equipme~t up after 
the incident and monitoring for an arbitrarily short tice, would 
lead to delays in collecting data. Tne staff proposal would allow 
for immediate investigation and a determination of whether an 
actual incident had occurred. Onder the staff plan there would be 
no reason to restrict BART's operation while an investig~ion is 
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being made of a reported incident. The staff claims that 
having the type of data that would be available from their plan 
would not put the Commission in the awkward position of having to 
decide between several alternatives such as shutting BART down, 
ordering BART to go back to CABS-l for a while, or letting BART 
continue to operate under SORS with the possibility that there may 
be another incident and/or accident. 

The overall BART position regarding the Commission staff 
proposal on monitoring is that such a special program is %eally not 
necessary nor appropriate. BAR! believes it would be more useful 
to employ available funds to investigate suspected safety violations 
using the same technical judgment and facilities that have 
successfully been used in the past by BART. BAR! cites as an example 
of that approach the investigation that was made following the 
February 12, 1978 high-density demonstration where, in a matter of 
a few days, th~ problem was identified and solved. BARI claims that 
the Commission staff admits that the kind of continuous monitoring 
program and recording that the staff has proposed will not permit 
the resolution of every suspected incident that might occur on the 
BART system. BART claims that it is not feasible to inseall a 
monitoring system that is capable of identifying the cause of every 
suspected violation that could occur. Therefore, the choice 
becomes one of maximizing the technical effectiveness of the program 
at a reasonable cost. The major differences between the staff's 
proposal and BART's, according to BART, is that the staff program 
would require BART to record all soas inputs and outputs in all 
stations 24·hours a day, 365 days a year, for as long as SORS is 
used to protect trains on the system. BAR! believes this to be 
excessive and unwarranted. It believes that the proposal does not 
address the specific request of AlJ Coffey nor does it enhance 
the safety of the system • 
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In answer to a ~uestion on whether or not BAR! had ever 
been unable to resolve a reported loss of. SORS protection either 
in tests or in any other monitoring of the soas computers, witness 
Erck testif~ed that in discussions with BART personnel there are 
times when it is difficult to figure out what has happened when 
incidents occur, but that with va=ying degrees of probability, the 
explanations or resolutions are accurate. He stated that the loss 
of SORS protection is something that probably has been explained 
in each of the instances so far, although failure of SORS to track 
a train has not always been explained as completely or as finally 
as the staff would like. While the February 12, 1978 incident was 
resolved to the satisfaction of everyone, BART was not at that time 
running seven-day-a~week service, nor was the system saturated with 
trains. Mr. Erck said that if a similar incident were to happen 
during revenue service today, he would question whether BART would 
stop the service to conduct the experiQents that were conducted 
immediately following the incident. 

BAR! introduced, as Exhibit 79, an estimate of the cost 
of implementing three different versions of the Commission staff 
proposal and the proposal of BART (see Appendix D). !he staff has 
no comment on the est~ted costs of iDStalling its recommended 
system. The three versions which are disvlayed in Appendix D are 
acceptable to the staff as adequately describing the installation 
to be made and the estimated cost of that installation. 

The proposal of BART would require an additional 
3.5 persons, a capital cost 0: $10,000, and an annual operating 
cost of $39,000. However, it should be noted that the $39,000 
annual operating cost is for only the first ~1 ~onths of close 
headways operation since the BART proposal will not be one' of 
continuous monitoring but will come to an end after close headways 
operation has been fully tmplemented • 
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The first way that BART would implemen~ the staff proposal. 
version one, would be to extend the BART proposal for filming SOR 
display panels in each station utilizing time-lapse cameras. This 
would cost BART $25,000 in capital cos:, $1,116,000 in annual 
operating cost, and 30 additional pe:sonnel. Versions two and three 
would employ two different methoes of computerized data collection. ' 
Version two would involve installing a magnetic recording system 
in each soas computer in each station to capture the SORS information 
directly from the computer itself. This pro~osal would require a 
capital cost of $360,000, an annual operattng cost of $564,000, and 
17 additional personnel. Version three would require a new central 
computer to record and store the required information. This would 
be a specialized mini-computer operating through leased telephone 
lines, would be connected to each of ~he remote SORS locations," 
and would capture the data from one of the two computers in each 
location. The cost of that progr~ would be $640,000 in capital 
expenditures with an ongoing operating cost of $20,000 per month 
and require five additional personnel. BARt claims that the last 
two options, versions twO and three, would require over one year to 
install and that would be from the time the BAR! staff has the 
funding and authorization from the general manager to proceed. 

The staff admits that it coes not have any specific 
guidelines as to how much money should be spent for a given amount 
of safety, particularly when it is very difficult to detexmine just 
how much safety is going to be provided by any particular progra:L. 
The staff readily admits that the cost of its program would be 
approximately as shown in Appendix D. !he staff realizes its program 
will be expensive but believes that the features it proposes are 
very desirable and that the costs are soall compared with the overall 
costs of the close headways project. 

Of the three BART versions for implementing the staff ?roposal? 
the staff favors version three. Al:hough it has a quite high initial capital 
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cost the ongoing cost is considerably lower than the others. It 
would provide data available at central and could essentially be 
called up at any time without the delay of someone going into the 
field to ~etrieve the data. The staff ~ggests that if version 
three would take BART considerable time to get into place, t?en it 
recommends adoption of version one in' the inter~. BAR! could 
proceed with staff version one until the other system was in place 
and then make the switchover. 

Witness Brumberger testified that there would be no 
degradation in service should the Commission choose the staff's 
proposed system. The general manager testified that if authorized 
by the Commission, BAR! will proceed with the close headways project 
regardless of which monitoring system is ordered by the Commission. 

BART's understanding of the staff monitoring system as 
being one of perpetuity is incorrect. !he record sho~ that the 
staff suggests that the =onitoring system be in place only as long 
as the system is operated under 50RS. It is possible that in the 
future the SORS will no longer be needed because the ATC system 
will be shown to be operable without the possibility that it would 
lead to accidents on BART. 

BARt claims the staff's system would entail a large cost 
for reviewing ta?es and analyzing devices and infor=ation collected. 
However, the staff testified that BAR! would be =equired to 
review tapes and analyze them only if an incident occurred. If no 
report of an incident is made, then the data become expendable. Under 
the staff and BART proposals the detection of incidents would not 
differ, but the availability of data with which to analyze the 
incident would be significantly different. !he data available under 
the staff program will be far more cooplete and timely. 

At the re~uest of the AlJ, BAAr's counsel filed a letter 
stating that BART uses S percent as the in-house interest rate when 

• assessing the feasibility of proposed projects. Witness Brumberger 
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testified that the estimated econo~ic life of the equip~ent SA.~~ 
would install to im?lemen~ the s~aff program would be ten years. 
Using these two figures and ~he capital and annual costs shown in 
A~~endix 0, the uniform annQal cost for version one installed for .. .. 
the first year and version three for the next 10 years can oe 
calculated as follows: 

?resent Worth :actor, 1 Yr., 8% = 0.920 
?resent North Factor, 10 Y:s., S% 1:1 1$.710 
Ca?it~l ~ecovery ?actor, 11 Yrs., 8% s 0.140 

?resent ~orth of ll-Year Project: 

1 x $l,141,000 
0.926 x 6.710 X S240,000 
0.920 x S640,000 

Total Present Worth 

Annual Cost of 11-Year Project: 

I:Z Sl,141,000 
G 1,'91,000 
= 593,000 

S3,225,000 

0.140 x S3,225,000 a $452,000 

Assuming a~~T carries aoout 40,QOO,ooo ?assengers per 
year (the reco:d indicates about 150,000 per weekday plus weekends) 
the cost per passenger trip would be about 1.1 cent. It appears 
the staff program would be well worth ~hat small inves~~ent in 
safety. Sowever, before committing such a large su~ to an ll-year 
project it would be appropriate to gain some experience with 
monitoring_ Therefore, we will o:der BA~T to im?lemen~ seaff 
version one for one year and report on its effectiveness and costs 
at the end of nine months'operation so that a more reliable 
eval~ation can be made of what kind 0: permanent monito:ing sys~e~ 
should be installed • 
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SORS Operation Ouring Nonrevenue Service 
~his is the third o! ~he issues remaining oetween the 

staff and 8~. BA.~ takes the position that utilizing SORS 
protection during nonrevenue servic~ is unnecessary ano 
inappropriate. 3ART clai~s it wants the ability to operate 
without SORS during nonrevenue service hours because o! the li~ited 
daily period available to ~ecomplish needed activities on the 
system such as track maintenance, SORS ~aintenance, movement of 
trains from one yard to another, tests and other activities which 
must be restricted ~o nonrevenue service periods. Requiring that 
SORS be imposed during these periods would limit the effectiveness 
with which BART can use the two or three hours each night during 
which all trains are removed from the system and the track is 
available for nonrevenue activities • 

~he perfor~ance 0: SORS maintenance at night would 
require that SORS be turned off (disabled) at particular stations. 
The disabling o! both SORS co~puters at a station will cause a 
27-mile p~r ho~r speed limit restriction on all tr~ckage ~nder the 
control of that station. Frequently BART will have only one train 
on the system ~nd it would oe in the process of transferring fro~ 
one yard to another !or SOQe ?urpose. If th~t train had to 
traverse a station in which the SORS eo=puter had ~een turned off 
for preventive ~aintenance, it would be required to li~it its speed 
to 27 ~iles per hour even though no other trains were in the vicinity_ 
That limit would cause an extension of the ti~e that BART needed 
to make such transfers and would limit its ability to ~erform other 
functions on that track. BART ?oints out that the CABS order 0: 
the Com~ission a?plies only to revenue service hours. 

The position o! the sta!: on SORS operation durin; non
revenue service is si~ply that the safety of BART employees and BAR~ 
equipment is just as i~portant as the safety of revenue passengers. 

• The staff proposes that SORS may be turned off and the 27-mile per 
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hour restriction disabled during nonrevenue service if BART will 
adopt acceptable and simple manual procedures to be followed under 
these circumstances. If both sc~ and its speed restriction backup 
are to be disabled, there must be some other means for keeping trains 
safely separated.. The staff claims BART's example of a single train 
being unnecessarily delayed is irrelevant because as l::ong as no other 
trains arc on the system, the procedures are moot because ~~ere 
would be no other trains to be concerned about. The staff points 
out that the procedures would only need to assure that, in areas 
where SORS is disabled, trains are kept reasonably separated. 

Another of the ordering paragraphs for this decision as 
proposed by BART and the staff has ,to do with certain conditions 
to be ?ut 'on performance regulations effective with the removal 
of the CABS restrictions. The major difference between the twO 
proposals is whether the conditions should be required during 
nonrevenue service as well as revenue service. It is the staff's 
position that these performance regulations and SORS operation should 
be re~uired at all times unless specific procedures are developed ~o 
allow exceptions during nonrevenue service only. The issue is much 
the same as operating SORS ,during nonrevenue service. Again, the 
st~ff's point is that if the protection that the pro?Osee orcerin; 
para;raph would provide is're~uired durin; revenue service, there 
is no reason for BART to reeuce that protection during nonrevenue 
service because it should provide the sa~e protection to its employees 
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as it does to its paying passen9~rs. The stat: elai~s ~hat 
during nonrevenue service traffic densities should not be great 
and BART should be able to provide the same separation between 
disabled trains at nonrevenue ti~es that it does during revenue 
service. One of the.mai~ points is that no train with less than 
three ears may be operated during nonrevenue service under the 
staff proposal whereas, under SAR~'s ~ro?Osal, a one- or two-car 
train could oe operated. Seca~se of the braking problems that 
have been incident to the system in ~he past, the staff claims 
thut operation of trains of less than three cars could create 
an unsafe condition. 
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BART's argument that the ability to move trains 
expeditiously during nonrevenue hours ~ll be hampered by the 
ope~ation of SORS does not stand up. In the worst case there will 
be a slowdown to 27 miles per hour on the span of track controlled 
by a SOR computer pair that is turned off for maintenance. It is 
hard to understand how this can be an example of a degradation of 
service because BART witnesses, when testifying in support of SO&5, 
stated t~.at it is going to speed up the system and that, among 
other things, there will be the ability of; running trains through 
stations. If a partially disabled train has to be moved from a 
given point on the system to a maintenance yard, why it would move 
any slower or any differently during nonrevenue service with SORS 
turned on or off, except for the case noted above, escapes us. Also, 
the staff proposal allows'for specific procedures to be adopted to 
provide equivalent protection during nonrevenue service. We will 
adopt the staff proposals on this issue. 
Phasin~ in SORS 

At the end of the previous hearing there was a considerable 
difference between the BAR! ar.d staff recommendations regarding 
the initial area for installation of SORS. During the hiatus in 
this matter from January to June 1979 and through the s-u:::mer of 
1979 prior to the last set of hearings, the staff considered BART's 
and its ~Nn proposal and developed what it believes adequately 
meets the need for an initial service area anc it is acceptable to 
EART. . The geographical confines of the proposed area for initial 
close headways operation have never been in dispu:e ~or is ~he staff 
interested in how slowly BART phases in close headways. It is 
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concerned that BART sustain SORS operation at no less than six stations 
within the initial area on 4 continuous oasis. !he staff summarized 
its position in a proposed ordering paragraph concerning the 
matter which requires that there will be at least 30 concurrent 
days of SORS operation at no less than six stations within the 
initial service area before further expansion. The staff recommends 
the above so that the effects of close headways operated through 

. . 
contiguous stations can be assessed, not just the marginal effects 
of a station here and there. Thereafter BA.~T could phase close 
headways operation into the remainder of the system at any pace 
desired. 

The initial service area for close headways agreed to by 

BART and the staff is a high-density corridor bounded by the Ashby, 
Orinda, Coliseum, and Daly City stations. 

BART now adopts the language and intent of the staff 
proposal in regard to the initial service area and the period of 
service prior to an expansion of SORS beyond that area •. 
Maximum Trains on the System 

Operation under close headways ~~ll peroit BA.~ to i~crease 
the capacity in the transbay corridor from an average of ten trains 
per hour to 16 or 17 trains per hour during the peak commute 
period. 

In moving from the ten trains per hour to 16 or 17 that 
BART expects under SORS, the 16 to 17 limitation is not a result 
of the number of cars available or SORS itself. BART has enough 
cars to run more trains than it proposes and SORS would not be a 
limiting factor. The current limitation is the turnback capability 
at Daly City. 

This brings us to another issue between the staff and 
BART and that is the question of the saturation limit of the central 
computer from the standpoint of how many trains can be safely 
operated on the system at one tice. BART claims that the limit is 
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50 to 60 trains. BART had proposed to add trains to the syst~ 
until it reached roughly 42 or 43 trains when it would perform a 
m~asurement on the central computer to verify that it was not 
exceeding its capacity. BART would use that data to refine its 
projections of saturation and thereafter extend the number 0: trains 
on the system beyond 43, possibly to the 46- to 50-tra"in level. 'W"b.en 
that next plateau had been ~eached, BAR! would again monitor the 
central computer and use that data to further refine its saturation 
projections. The original staff proposal on this issue would have 
required all of the above steps as well as a stipulation from BAR! 
that it receive staff concurrence each tize it wanted to add trains 
to the system beyond the 43-train plateau. 

BAR! and the staff ?owagree on an orde:-ing paragraph 
that.' puts the maximum number of trains that -may be operated on the 
system at 43 until the seaff is adequately notified. It provides 
for information which will. enable the staff to make an assessoent 
as ~o whether further informati?n is going to be required and at 
what point in service that information will be needed. we will adopt 
the proposal. 
Re~orting ReQuirements 

BART and the staff each propose an ordering paragraph 
that refers to monthly reports by BART :;0 the staff containing 
measures of service reliability and performance indices. There is 
a difference in the proposals concerning the length of time that 
the ordering paragraph would be in effect. BART proposes that the 
period comme~ce with the initiation of elose headways operation at 
the first SOR station and continue until 90 days after the systemwide 
close headways operation has been·~plemented. !he staff takes 
the position that it is diffieult to predict how long this i:formation 
is going to be useful to it. It may find that some of it does not 
meet its neecs but that some of it is very usef~l even in the long 
term. Therefore, the staff wishes to keep the matter open so :;here 
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will be a flexibility available to it. This flexibility would 
allow for a later decision on how much information is 
required and how long it should be furnished. A precedent for this 
was set in the past by the cooperative effor~s of the staff'and 
BART. !he staff has authorized disconti~ce of a number of items 
that were previously required to be filed with the Commission and 

has taken actions necessary to alter previous Commission orders so 
as to disconti~e the filing of information found to be of no further 
use to the Commission. ~e will adopt the staff's recommendation on 
this issue. 
Overview of Fire Safetv and soas 

Following the fir~ which occurred in the transbay tube on 
January 17, 1979, a number of questions were raised about fire 
safety including the possibility that the removal of the CABS 
constraints and the approval of SORS would affect fire safety 
particularly in the trans bay tube and the Berkeley Hills !unnel. 
This was the purpose of the AlJ Ruling issued on June 28, 1979 which 
reopened hearings and called for BART's analysis. BARr's response 
acknowledged that unconstrained close headways would have an 
unacceptable effect on fire safety under certain conditions. Under 
the close headways operation there could be a number of trains at 
one time in the transbay tube. Without going into fire safety, per 
se, which is the subject of another proceeding before the ~ission, 
the following issues rela~ing to fire safety arise when consioering 
authoriza~ion of close headways opera~ion. 

1. Passenger evacuation and train load factors. 
2. Passenger evacuatior. ano train traffic. 
3. Smoke and ventilation. 
4. Fire fighting and the removal of passengers 

on non-involved trains. 
In examining each of these four issues in i~s re?ort, 

BART attempted to look at all factors of a future train fire and 
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determine which might be affected by changing the operating 
mode from CABS to SORS. 

In evaluating the four relevant fire safety issues, vis-a.-vis 
close headways operation, BART maintains that passenger safety will 
be equal to or improved under the close headways operation and that 
no specific areas could be found in which passenger safety would 
be significantly degraded. 

Ralph Weule, director of BART's safety department, testified 
that the problem with fire safety and close headways can be reduced 
to the possibility of having a non-involved train stop behind a 
burning train in such a position that smoke is drawn through. the 
ventilation system across the non-involved train. Under the current 
CABS operation that would be highly unlikely because of the single 
station separation enforced by CABS-l. Under close headways 
operatiOns, the probability of such train positioning occurring 
becomes quite likely. This could occur in the underground areas 
of the system. BART's solution to the problem is to set up criteria 
to ~plement a vent separation system. For instance, in the transbay 
tube, BAR! has ventilation dampers located about every 1,000 feet. 
Under the proposed vent separation system there could be no more than 
one train between two adjacent vents. In the: ease of the-Berkeley Hills 
Tunnel there are vents only at the ends of the tunnel, therefore, 
BART would allow only one train at a time on each of the tunnel tracks. 
The same constraint would apply in other undergrO\md areas; only 
one train would be allowed between any pair of vents. 

Witness Weule testified that system tmprovements are 
underway or planned to improve fire safety in underground areas. 
Although this is the subject of a separate proceeding, he testified 
as to the following improvements which BART is either in the process 
of making or has made: a new communications system installed for 
the fire department; improved markings in 'Underground areas such as 
renumbering and repainting of doors, exit signs, and arrows; vehicle 
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modifications such as collector shoe replacement, resistor covers, 
shoe fuses, and seats; covering the catwalk in the Berkeley Hills 
tunnel to give better footing to patrons under evacuation conditions; 
installing a dedicated fire department communications ltOe within 
the Berkeley Hills Tunnel; placement of redundant ventila~ion fans 
in the Berkeley Bills Tunnel; procurement of portable train radios 
to enable all train operators to have radio capability; design for 
future installation of a second radio channel; design for future 
car modifications to insure uncoupling regardless of train ~ine 
failure within a consist; installation of redundant power to the 
San Francisco vent structure; and more consultant resources to 
analyze and improve the current fire protection system. Mr. Weule 
testified that the purpose of the second radio channel is to give, 
more flexibility in train radio eomcunieations so as to relieve the 
present congestion in train radio use which is approaching an 
unacceptable condition. Emergency situations, of course, compound 
the problem. Mr. Weule testified that the second %adio system 
should be in operation by mid~198l. 

Witness Erck testified for the staff on several general 
fire safety subjects. On the matter of the load factor tmproving 
under close headways, the staff is not convinced that it will 
improve but has no basis to disag=ee with BAR! on the catter. 
Mr. Erek testified that the possibility that there might be a train 
ahead of a fire train underground preventing the fire train from 
reaching the next station would entail a coincident failure on the 
train ahead of the fire train. Mr. Erck wanted to make sure that 
the Commission recognized that such a probl~ eould exist; however, 
he did not believe there was a high probability that it would occur. 
He made the point that ~der close headways that possibility is 
increased to some degree but he did not consider it to be a 
significant problem • 
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Mr. Erck tes~ified that the fire safety documen~s at 
BAR! central were not completely up-to-date. !he most important 
thing that was not revised was the procedure for handling the vent 
fans in case of a fire in an tmdergrotmd area. Mr. Erck also 
cri~icized the access ~he controller had to particular documents 
which detail emergency procedures. 
Passenger Evacuation and Load Factors 

!he issue of passenger evacuation and ~rain load factors 
turns on the average before and after load factors involved with a 
change in operation, load factor being the relationship of the 
number of passengers on board to the number of seats available for 
passengers. BAR! concludes that :he lower the load factor, the 
more quickly passengers can be evacuated from a train. Because 
close headways will increase the systen capacity by providing for 
the operation of more trains, there will be a reduction in load 
factors with a corresponding reduction in passenger evacuation time 
per train. 

!he effect of close headways on evacuations was also 
investigated by the staff. The staff's pOSition is that if a burning 
train c~ be moved to a nearby station, clearing the track ahead 
may be complicated by the presence of additional trains under close 
headways. Barring the unlikely coincidence of an ~obilized train 
blocking the path, a possibility ·even under CABS, the staff concluded 
that the minimal· increase in movement instruction time should have 
little or no effect on'the fire train's transit t~e. If the 
burning train cannot be moved, the nonincident bore will have to 
be cleared of revenue trains and rescue trains dispatched. -!he 
number of trains to be cleated from the nonincident bore will be 
increased under close headways. However, the staff points out that 
the maximum removal time will still be the transit time between the 
adjacent-stations, the same as at present uncer CABS. The staff's 
general conclusion is that evacuations may be c~?licated by the 
increased n~ber of trains and people immobilized in an incident, 
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even though the evacuation of the fire train would proceed as at 
present. The staff agrees with BART that the assurance of ventilation 
paths between all trains by the separation procedures proposed~ 
will prevent direct involvement of adjacent trains in the hazard 
area and will permit evacuation of passengers on those trains to be 
delayed until evacuation of passengers on the incident train is 
assured. !he staff maintains that trains in the incident 
tunnel can be kept far enough apart so that effects of the fire 
will involve only the burning train. More trains and/or 
passengers may have to be removed from both tunnel bores, but 
they should not be exposed to any real hazard nor should it interfere 
significantly with ~ediate rescue efforts. !he s~ff concludes 
that BART's proposed ventilation separation of trains is adequate 
to mitigate the bunching effect of close headways operation on the 
evacuation of trai~ and passengers. 
Passenger Evacuation and Train Traffic 

Passenger evacuation and train traffic is a factor 
influenced by the n~~ber of trains within the vicinity of a burning 
train. Under the present CABS system, a burning train is generally 
assured of having clear and unobstructed track to the next station 
because the CABS separation requi=ernents dictate that a train which 
is released from a station has clear'track to the next station. An 
exception-to this is the transbay tube where it is possible under 
CABS to have two trains on the s~~e track between Oakland West 
and Embarcadero stations, the first stations ~t ea~~ end of the 
tube. !his can occur because there is a dummy seaeion in the c.iddle 
of the transbay tube which, due to the length of the tube, was 
created for operational purposes. Even under this circumstance, 
however, BART maintains that it would be necessa=r to clear only 
one train ahead of a burning trai~. 

Under SORS operation, clear track to the next station 
cannot be guaranteed because the whole concept of the close headways 
operation under SORS implies that more than one train can be 
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expected between stations. Under ~he SORS operation, unlike that 
• of CABS, a train can be ushered through a station without stopping. 

Therefore, under SORS, if there is a train between a burning train 
and the evacuation station, that train can be ushered through the 
station without stopping,' thus clearing the way for the 'bu.rning 
train. BART sees a slight advantage to having more trains in the 
tube should one train catch fire and that is the possibility of 
assembling rescue trains in adjacent stations more quickly so that 
they can be brought into the vicinity of the disabled train with 
less delay. 
Smoke and Ventilation 

The issue of s,ooke and ven~ila~ion, Uw~de~ CABS, rests on 
the impact of'other traffic that may be in the vicinity of a burning 
train in the tube. There would be, of course, under SORS, a greater 
possibility that a train would be in close proximity to a burning 

• train in the tunnel because there will be so many more trains on 
the system and the headways can be half thos~ at present. It would 
be possible for smoke and heat froe a burning train to be drawn 
across a non-involved tra~ before it can be removed from the tube. 
To eliminate such a possibility, BAR! proposes to allow no more 
than one train in the section of underground track bounded by any 
pair of ventilation ou~lets. This will insure that ~oke and heat 
from a burning train will oe effectively removed without its being 
drawn past a non-~volved train. There is the possibility that 
ventilation fans might oe out of service, thereby effectively 
extending the distance between vetttilation fans and requiring 
additional separation of trains. BAR! witnesses testified that 
repair records indicate that two fans per year fail and require 
unscheduled maintenance, and ~he typieal restoration time for such 
repairs is one to two days. Therefore, BART p:oposed to take no 
additional measures to enforce additional train separation should 
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an individual fan be inoperative and under repair. The requirement 
that trains would be separatec by at least one ventilation outlet 
el~inates any degradation of the ventilation system under the SORS 
operation. In most underground areas ventilation syst~ can 
be operated either as a supply or exhaust; this ?rovides the 
capability of establishing in any desirable di~eetion the air flow 
required simply' by activating the ~wo adjacent fans, one as a supply and 
one as an exhaust. The problem does not exis~ in the Berkeley Hills 
Tunnel where only one train will be allowed on each track at a 
time because ventilation to the tunnel is supplied by a single 
fan at one end of the tunnel for each track. Another location in 
the system where air flow might be affected, under SO&5, is the 
transbay tube. Here ventilation dampers are located at approximately 
1,OOO-foot intervals and are operated in the ex.~ust mode only. 
BART agrees to always mainta~ one clea= exhaust damper between any 
two trains under SORS operation so as to insure that the damper 
closest to a possible train fire is always unobstructed and able to 
remove smoke and heat. 

Mr. Erck of the staff stated that the actual design, 
testing, and ~lementation of the vent separation systeQ is not 
yet complete, although there is a concept~l agreement between BAR! 
and the staff concerning the system. He urged that the vent 
separation system should be reviewed by the staff before it goes 
into effect with the staff having final approval over the operation 
before close headways is implemented. The staff also ~vestigatec 
whether adequate information was available to central controllers 
to establish the proper ventilation path under close headways 
operation. This would involve knowing ~hat relative positions of 
individual trains and ventilation mechani~ will be remotely sensed 
with sufficient resolution to determine the appropriate ventilation 
path7 even if the operator of the burni~g trair. were unable to 
report his precise location. Through staff analysis of ~he possible 
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hazard conditions and the existing ~onitoring facilities, the staff 
has confirmea that appropriate information is available to central 
controllers for proper response but that documentation is lacking. 

The differences oetween the staff anc BART proposals :or 
-an ordering paragraph on the vent separation system has to do with 
the system being approved by the Commission staff. A working design 
and implementation and testing of the device mechanisms and the 
procedures that go along with such an installation have not been 
presented in final detail to the ~mmission staff. We '~ll adopt 
the staff recommendation requiring a staff review. 
Non-involvec Trains 

Firefighting ana the removal of passengers on non-involved 
trains is an issue that BART claims is alleviated by the operation 
of soas because the increased number of trains that the closer 
headways would permit enhances the likelihood that a train w¢uld be 
available to serve as transportation for eoergency personnel and 
evacuation of passengers.' Complicating factors involve the removal 
of passengers froo non-involved trains on the same track as the burning 
erain and on the need for eoergency personnel to approach the . 
burning train on the incident track. Under close headways, it will 
be possible to have passenger-carrying trains stopped ahead of 
and/or behind a train on fire in the tube. ~Awever, by enforcing 
the vent separation requirement, such trains ~ould not be in a 
hazardous position because, in theory, the smoke could not be carried 
past the nonineident train since it would be beyond the ventilator 
nearest the fire train. Additionally, there would be more revenue 
trains on the non-involved track ~der close heacways thereby 
providing additional means to evacuate passengers froQ an incident 
train. BAR! believes the net effect of close headways on fire:ighting 
and the removal of passengers from non-involved trains is 
inconsequential • 
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'fte do no: agree · .... i th SP· .. ~: .. ': on this isst.:e.. Uncer CAES-l and . . 
nor~al ATe operation, :~e ~axi~u~ nu~ber 0: trains in one ~ore 0: the 
tube is limited to two. In the analysis which follows we rely on the 
following facts which are ~ ~atter 0: record in this proceeding. 

a. The t:ansoay tube is about 3.6 mil~s long-
o. Xaximum train length is ten cars or about 700 feet .. 
c. Vent outlets in the transbay tube are about 

1,000 feet apart. 
d. Onder SORS operation, trains will be separated 

by two c.lear blocks, i. e.', a train cot=ld OCCl;?Y 
every third block. 

Also, in the record of Case No. 9867, recently heard before 
ALJ Doran, we take note of Exhibit 91 sponsored by witness Belding 
which shows the largest load observed in surveys made for a ten-car 
train was 1,650 passengers. (? 1iOB-5, L • .; & 5.) 

USing the ~bove d~ta and assumi~g the worst case condition, 
we can make the following calct.:lations to determine the number 0: 
passengers under present operation and under SORS op:ration who 
might have to be evacuat~cl :ro~ the ~ube in the event of a sev~re 
tire or so~e other cZttas:rO?he. 

Assuming 700-:00t blocks, the length of a ten-car train, ~nder 
SORS :here cot.:ld be a ten-car ~rain every 2,100 fee~ (three blocks x 
700 feet). :he number 0: trains in one bore 0: the ~ube then could be 
nine (3.6 ~iles x 5,280 :ee:/~i1e divid~d by 2,100 feet). I: the 
blocks in the bore are not uniform and the vent separation syste~ does 
not allow :or unifor~ s?acing of trains, there could be fewer than nine 
trains. ~e will assu~e eigh~ as the ~axi=u~. It follows that unee: 
SORS 13,200 (eight x 1,650) passengers ~ight have to be evacuated or 
accommodated some way in the ev~n: of an incident in :he tube, as 
compared to 3,300 (~wo x 1,650) under CABS-l, almost 10,000 more. 
However, this is the theoretical maxirnu~ and based on representations 
made by BAR~ managernent at the oral argument on Y~y 7, 1980, i.e., six 
wot.:lcl be the maximum nu~ber of trains possible under actual operating 
conditions, the 13,200 is reduced to 9,900 in a worst case condi:ion. 
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Wha~ is the rationale for using a worst ease eondition 
instead of the average condition as espoused by BARTZ It is s~p.ly 
that the worst case is what may have to be contended with in the 
event of an incident. Murphy's law should not oe dismissed, not 
even lightly. We note the following exchange between·AlJ Porter 
and witness Weule, BARI's ·director of safety: 

"By Al.J Porter: 
"Q. 

" A. 

Mr. Weule, in considering the improvements 
in evacuation of a tratn which SCRS would 
brin~ about, isn't it reasonable to 
cons~der the worst case sitUAtion; 

"wbat I mean by that is that if you have 
some trains out, if you have a strike, 
if you have a gas shortage, if you have 
a whole lot of things acting on the 
system, isn't i~ possible that at some 
~ime you are going to have a train that 
is going through the Trans bay tube with e 
crush 10adZ 
Oh, absolutely. Absolutely. 

"Q.. All right. Then what is the significance 
of worrying about, considering average 
load factors, if that is the worst case 
condition that you might face in an 
evacuation procedure? 

"A. Because you face that worst case condition 
much less or many fewer times with more 
capacity under the close headways mode of 
operation t~~ you would under the CABS 
mode of operation. 

"Q. In other words, you were looking at 
probabilities on this rather than the 
one-time case which might oecur, and that 
is that you would have trains packed like 
sardines? 

IfA. '1"1..... • I d , .. ~ .. 4,~t ~s correct. on w _r~~e ~t ~n 

terms of probability, unclerstand, but in 
eomparing the two systems, the CABS 
system and the close headways systeo, I 
fi~ly believe that there will be fewer 
trains going through in a cr~sh load 
condition under close headways :r~ under 
CABS. 
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"Q. Well, then, you are considering probabilities, 
aren't Y01.:'? 

itA. To a degree, yes, but not as an answer to 
any thins. 

"It sim~ly lowers that probability. !t does 
not change anything we are coins in terms 0: 
the fire safety program ane approving things, 
as far as fire p~rformance is concerned. 

~Q. In making your plans and in working with fire 
departments and evact.:ation people, and so forth, 
are you working on the basis of the most probable 
number of ~assengers that you would have to 
evacuate or the aozolute maximum number that you 
would have to evacuate'? 

If A. The ';lors'; case for those planning purposes, yes.· 
UQ. All right. 

relevant in 
load factor 
long as you 

Then for planning purposes, is it 
this proceeding to consider what your 
changes ~ight be in the :utt.:re, as 
are now conSidering the worst case'? 

"A. NO. In that light it does :'lot." ('1'r. 4900, 01.) 

In its written ~xce?tions ';0 the proposed report and at 
';he oral argt.:ment held Y~y 7,1980 BART made the follOwing repre
sentations concerning the nt.:mber of trains in one bore of the --
transbay tube at one time: 

a. With SORS i~ple~ented, and uneer nor~al 
operations, there woulc oe no more than 
two trains in the tube. 

b. In order to gain the ~axi~~~ benefit from 
operations uneer SORS t~ete would be an 
occasional reqt.:i:ement to have u? to four 
trains in the tube. 

c. ~ith no o?erating restraints ?laced on the 
system, and assu~ins the 7~nt se?aration 
syste~ is ft.:nctioning ?ro?e:ly, the ~axi~um 
nu:nbe: of trains in the tube coulcl be six • 
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?ending com?le~ion 0: the seat re?lace~ent progr~m, . 
which is the subject of C~se ~o. 9867 and ~ recommendation of BART 
and the Co~~ission st~f: on operating procedures to limit the number 
of trains in the transbay tube, we will authorize operation under 
SORS on the condition that no more than four tra~ns may occupy one 
bore of the transbay tube at one time. !n addition, we will 
require BART to report weekly the numoer of times operating 
?rocedures re~uired more than two trains ~o occupy one bore of 
the tube and, in the z~~e :e?or~, indic~te its pr09ress on the 
seat replacement program. ~he purpose of such a report will be to 
determine whether BART's re~resenta~ion tha~ o~erational recuire-

~ - . 
ments exceeding ~wo trains are occasional in nature is 3ccurate 
so that if it is no~, the Commission may reconsider this order 
and se~ more stringent limitations • 

So that there will be data availa~le on load factors in 
the tr~nsbay tube under SORS operation, we will require the sea:: 
in cooperation with EA?~ to make random checks 0: peak tr~ins 
between Embarcadero and Oakland Nest s~ations. 
Underground We~ Track 

The staff brought up a problem with spe~d ?rofiles 
for blockS of underground trac~ that may occasionally be wet. 
As discussed previously, the speed profiles of BART are designed 
with two different brake rates, one :0: outdoor or exposed tr~ck 
which may OCCasionally be wet, and one for ~ndersround track which 
presumably does not set wet. The staff testified that, specifically, 
significant portions of the und~rground San Francisco line cetween 
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Civic Center and Glen Park stations we~e very wet an4 continued to be 
wet for a period of six to eight weeks i~ January and February of 
1979. In a letter dated June 28, 1979 the staff brou~~t this to the 
attention of BART's director of safety and suggested that BAR! 
should either modify the tu.~els to prevent water leakage onto the 
track or resignal the track according to appropriate wet-track 
brake rates. At the close of hearings in October 1979, BART had 
not responded to this letter. However, BART and the staff have now 
reached an agreement on this issue, and the speed profiles have been 
appropriately changed in the areas affected to reflect the wet-track 
brake rate of 1.2 miles per hour per second. BART and the seaff 
suggest an order in this proceeding to cover the issue. The staff 
suggests such an ordering paragraph be interpreted by all parties 
concerned to apply to new areas which BART or the seaff may find to 
be wet after implementa~ion of this order. We will include an 
ordering paragraph in this decision to cover the issue and all 
parties are put on notice that the Commission intends it to apply 
not only to the Glen Park-Civic Center area, but to all underground 
areas of BART which may suffer water problems resulting in wee 
trackage. 
Environmental Considerations 

Counsel for BARI stated that BAR! had filed a capital 
grant application (Close Headways capital ImproveQent ?:ograo) with 
the U.S. Department of Transportation which was primarily for SORS. 
!he application was filed March 10, 1977 and con~ained, as required 
in all Urban Mass Transportation Administration capital grant 
applications, a statement concerning environmental icpaet. BART's 
statement was that close headways did not constitute a project 
within either the Federal Environmental Quality Act or the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). At the time the grant ap?lieaeion 
was filed it was also submitted to the Association of Bay A=ea 
Governments (ABAG). ABAG has a process of review whereby it 
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notifies cities, counties, and ~;encies who might h~ve an in~erest 
in or be affected by the a??lication of the fact that such an 
application was filed. Those cities and counties and other agencies 
and interestec parties are then given the o~?ortunity to co~~ent 
on the application includin9 co~~ents on environmental impacts. 
Through that review ?rocess there were no co~~ents from any of the 
political subdivisions except the City of El C~rrito which basically 
urged only that the city be given direct B;_~T service to San Francisco. 
There were nO co~~ents concerning adverse e~viro~~ental impacts. 
This was verified oy a letter that BA~T receivec fro~ the State of 
California, Office 0: ?lanning and Research, which has overall 
coordinating responsibilities for environmental impact ?rojec~s in 
the State. Onder CEQA, (?ublic Resources Code Section 21167, 

Subsection 0), the filing of any actions to set aside ?rojects ~ust 
be done within a six-month period. The ti~e period within which 
anyone had the right to challenge the ?rojp.ct by a court action 
has long since ?assed since the application was filed in Y~rch o~ 
1977. In addition to the above, BAR~ directs the Co~~ission's 
attention to ?ublic Resources Code Section 21080, which eesc:ibes 
projects to whie~ CEQA is not applicable. This was enacted in 1978 

so it would not have appliec at the ti~e of the BART close headways 
capital grant application. Section 21080(0) (11) reads as !ollows: 

ffA project for the institution or increase of 
passenger or co~~uter service on rail lines 
already in use, including the ~odernization 
of existing stations and ?ar~ing facilities." 

BART submits that it has complied with the appropriate environmental 
review re~uirements, that the time period for challenging BA.~~fs 
decision in this regard is long since passed and, therefore, any 
legal ~ction to set aside the BART decision would be barred by the 
limitation contained in CZQA. ~urther, federal 90ver~~ent approval 
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of the capital grant project cemonst~ates the fede~al approval and 
the federal position on environmental ~pact. The type of proposal 
that BART now has before the Commission in this matter would merely 
be an increase in service on existing rail lines. Therefore, 
under today's law it would be categorically exempt from CEQA. 
Previous Commission 
Orders and Resolutions 

BAR! and the staff suggest ordering paragraphs for this 
decision having to do with rescinding certain decisions and 
resolutions of the Commission 90 calendar eays following systemwide 
implementation of close headways operation. Also, they recommend 
modifying certain provisions of other decisions. We will adopt the 
recommmendations. 

Staff witness Erck brought up two special catters that 
the staff wants clarified in any order issued by the Commission. 
First, staff has no objection to BART's installing any kine of control 
equipment if it includes a version of the co~anded speed indicator 
which is available for the train operator. Second, even though the 
orders and resolutions will be rescinded, the staff wants it 
understood that a trained operator cust be at the controls of any 
train operated by BART. We adopt both of these clarifications. 
Findings of Fact 

1. The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BAR!) 
is subject to regulations of the Public Utilities Commission relating 
to safety appliances and procedures pursuant to Section 29047 of 
the Public Utilities Code. 

2. By this application BART requests Commission approval for 
BART to use its pr~ry automatic train control system suppl~en:ed 
by a sequential oceupancy release system (soas) in lieu of the 
present computer automated block system (CABS). 

3. Duly noticed hearings in this a~?lication were held at 
which all interested parties had an opportunity to be heard • 

4. Under the present CABS operation B~,T is limited in the 
number of trains it may operate on the system because all trains 
must be separated by ae least one s:ation curing revenue service. 
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S. Onder the ?rese~t operation n~~T is li~ited to' 
approximately a seven-minute headway. 

6. Onder the proposed close headways system of operation 
BART will be able to operate at headways of a?proximately 3~ ~inutes. 

7. Several'problems that BART has h~d with o?erating their 
system such' as train detection, stop,in; distances, speed code 
transmission and receivins, and central computer capacity will be 
solved by the institution of the close headways operation. 

8. The automatic train control system will be operating 
the syste~ with SORS as a back-up control for safety purposes. 

9. Institution of the close headways, or SORS, will 
significantly improve the operating characteristics 0: BAR:. 

10. The resolution of the so-called 3-point problem, az 
outlined in the body o! this decision and as agreed to by the 
Commission staff and BART is reasonable. 

11. Version three of the monitoring systems proposed by the 
staff for keeping track of the reliability of soas and solving 
any problems which may arise with the system would be the most 
effective of the four systems proposed. 

l2. ~ecause of the cost involved, the staff's monitoring 
system, version one, should be ?ut in o?eration on a o~e-year 
trial basis to determine its effectiveness and actual costs. 

13. SART should be orce:ec to report nine months after 
installation of sta:f·s ve:sion one monitoring system on the 
system's e:!eetiveness anc costs. 

14. The operation of SORS during nonrevenue service ~s 
required for the safety of BART em?loyees anc the ?rotectio~ of 
BAR'!' equipment. 

lS. The phase-i~ procedure, as reco~meneed by tne staff, 
is reasonable and zhould be adopted. 

16 • 
43 trains 

The procedure where~y BART will be allowed to :un u? to 
on the system ?rio: to further 3??roval by t~e sta:: is 

reasonable and should be adoptee. 
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17. The reco~~eneations 0: the st4ff concerning reporting 
requirements as outlined in this decision are required and should 
be adopted. 

18. Documents at Central Control concerning the safety of 
operations and the procedures required during an emergency are 
not up to d~te. 

19. Certain areas of SAR~'s underground operation have oeen 
subject to wet track conditions. 

20. Where the conditions referred to in Finding 19 occur 
on BAR~'s syste~, BA.~T should be ordered to invoke the wet track 
speed profile procedures available for setting the train speeds 
in those areas subject to review by the staff. . 

2l. The ventilation system se~ar~tion procedures proposed by 
B~_~T in this proceeding are reasonable and should be adopted 
subject to fin~l staff approval • 

22. Onder close heaeways operation it -..,ill be possible u!"leer 
a worst eaSe condition to have as ~any as six trains and 9,900 

passengers in one bore 0: the transbay tube. 
2", 
.I. Onder normal operations with SORS in place, there will 

be no more than two trains in O:le bore of the transbay tuoe at one ti:ne. 
24. To achieve optimal operation under SORS ther~ will be an 

occasion~l requiremen~ to have four trains in one bore of the 
transbay tube. 

25. The interests 0: public safety dictate that pending 
completion of EAR~'s seat :eplace~ent prosra~ under Case No. 9867 
approval 0: close headways operation should be conditioned o~ 
BART's operating no ~o:e than twO trains in one Oore of the transbay 
tube at one ti~e with the occasional condition 0: up to four 
trains when requiree :or opti~al operation. 

26. A reco~~endation on ~he !"lu~be: 0: trains ~hat may be in one 
bore 0: the transbay tub¢ under SORS operation after completio!"l 0: 
BART's seat re?lacemen~ program s~oulc be developed oy EART and the 
C .. - ~~ d d' ~ ~ ~ . O~~lSSlon s~a_~ an presente In .urt •• e: •• earlngs. 
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27. xaxi~u~ load fac~or da~a for ~rains operatins in ~he 
transbay tube are required for proper consideration 0: operating 
res~ric~ions the Co~~ission may i~pose in a final decision in 
this application. 

28. The close headw~ys operation ~roposed by BAR~ does not 
constitute a project within either the ?ederal Environmental 
Quality Act or the California Environmental Quality Ac~_ 

29. The rescinding of certain decisions and resolu~ions of 
the Co~~ission 90 calendar days followin; the zystemwice 
impleme~tation of the close headways operation as reco~~ended 

by the staff and BA.~T should be adopted. 
Conclusion of taw 

Subject to the conditions noted' in ~he findings and 
embodied in ~he order followinSI aA.~T should be au~hori%ed ~o 

• initiate close headways,opera~ion under ~he SOR system. 

• 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. ~he San ?ranciseo S~y Area Rapid Transit District (BAR~) 
is authorized to utilize tbe au~omatic train con~rol sys~e~ for 
train separation without the computer automated block system (CABS) 
subject to the follOwing conditions: 

A.In order to lift the CABS restrictions as 
specified in ~a=agra?h 1.3 of this order 
and implement clOse he~dways operation for 
any sequen~ial occupancy rele~se system 
(SORS) station area, SAR~ shall: 
a. O~erate ~he SORS as a ~ackup :or the 

primary detection sys~em during both 
revenue and nonrevenue servic~. SORS 
may ~e disa~led during nonrev~nue 
service onl'l when adecuate ~rain 
separation 1s ass~red·~v Cen~:al Control 
operating procedures, a; au:horized bv 
the Commission staff. • 
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b.. On an interi~ basis for a ~erioe of 
one vear :ro~ ~he da~e of initial 
SORS·opera:io~, or until :I.:rther oreer 
of the Co~~ission, install a ~onitorin9 
system eql.!ivalent to version one as 
described in Exhibit 79 in ,this proceeding 
to continl.:ously record SORS in?ut anQ output 
signals at SORS installations. 

c. Nine months after the installation of the 
system required by ?aragraph l .. A.b. file a 
report with the Co~~ission describing the 
effectiveness of the system for use in 
detecting and investigating violations o! 
pro?er SORS enforced train separatio~, the 
cost of the syste~ for the 9-month period, 
and reco~endations for changes or i~provements 
to the syste:n. 

d. Disable all B-point functions whose sole 
purpose is to alter speed codes within 
following move speed pro!iles .. 

e. Operate the vent separation system, as 
approved by the Co~~ission staff, 

& ... 

during revenue service to prevent drawing 
smoke fro~ a burning train past a nonburning 
train on the same track. 
For underground areas which experience wet 
conditions, resignal the automatic train 
,rotection syste~ so that the speed profiles 
conform to the appropriate wet track orake 
ra':e .. 
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B. !n accordance with the re~~ire~ents 0: 
Paragraph 1.A for any SORS station area, 
BART ~ay remove the CAES restrictions 
(recuired bv Decisio~ ~o. 33339 in Case 
No. ·9445) in that area as follows: 
a.. :tl00ify the train control computer 

software so that it no longer 
enforces the CABS s:ation-through
station separation within the areas. 

b., Cns~ike track switches within the 
MacArthur (K-35) i~terlockin9· 

c. Disable the CABS zero speed gates 
within the areas. 

e. En~ble station run-through 
ca~~bilitv within the areas • 

4 .. 

e. Enable the station dwell ti~ers 
after the CABS restrictions have 
been lifted from the entire ~AR~ 
system. 

~ .... Enable automatic dispatching 
hardware at yards when yard~ 
exist within the areas. 

c. The modifications described in ?aragraph 1.B. 
sh~ll be perfor~ed and maintained in such a 
manner that CAES may be r~stored if necessary. 
This capability shall be retained until close 
headways has been implemented and CAES 
removed from the entire system for a ~eriod 
of at least ninety (90) calendar days: 
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D. Before the initial removal of CABS restrictions 
as specified in Paragraph '1;:8., BART shall 
establish procedures such that: 
A. Performance level 1 '(PL 1) commands 

shall not be issued autooatically nor 
be the default condition for train 
operations. Manually issued PL 1 
commands shall be issued by the Central 
Control train controller only after 
assuring dry track conditions within 
the area affected by the command(s). 

b. Any trains with a loss of friction 
braking capability on one or more cars 
shall operate at one-half of commanded 
speed. 

c. No trains with less than three ears 
may be operated. 

d. !he restrictions of this paragraph 
may be excepted only during nonrevenue 
service and only when sufficient 
train separation is assured by Central 
Control operating procedures as 
authorized by the Commission staff. 

E. Close headways operation shall not extend beyond 
the initial service area (the area bounded by 
Ashby, Orinda t Coliseum, and Daly City SOM 
station areas) until at least six (6) soas 
stations within that area have been operated 
under close headways concurrently for at 
least thirty (30) calendar days. 

F. Not less than three (3) calendar days prior to 
implementing the close headways operating mode 
described in Paragraph 1.A., and removing the 
CABS restrictions as specified in Paragraph 
1.B., for any SORS station areas, BART shall 
notify the Commission s~aff of the specific 
stations involved. 

G. No more ~han thirty-six (36) trains shall be 
operated during revenue service until thirty 
(30) calendar days after the initiation of 
close headways operation. Ten (10) calendar 
days prior to exceeding forty-three (43) 
trains in revenue service, BAR! shall provide 
the Commission staff with a report of the 
projected capacity of the central train 
control computer under the increased number 
of trains. 
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H. BAR! shall file with the Commission staff until 
the staff notifies BART, in writi~g, that they 
are no longer required: 
a. Weekly reports on all reported 

violations of proper SORS train 
separation and any other SORS-related 
problems, the investigation and analysis 
of each incident, and the corrective 
action taken. . 

b. Weekly repor~s identifying. on a daily 
basis, all SORS stations where CABS has 
been removed and daily tabulations of 
all SORS alarms, SORS resets, and SORS 
restricted speed releases for each of 
those stations. 

c. Monthly reports on the periodic 
maintenance of SORS equipment. 

d. MOnthly reports containing the ceasures 
of service reliability and perforcance 
indices utilized by BART. . 

I. BAR! shall enforce procedures to: 
a. Prevent revenue trains from encroaching 

on dead trains. 
b. Prevent revenue trains from entering 

unpowered track areas. 
c. Offload passengers and remove from 

revenue service any trains which have 
suffered excessive loss of braking 
capability, as determined by 
guidelines authorized by the Commission 
staff. 

J. BART may provide any service route it chooses. 
No notice of changes in routing of trains is 
required by the Comcission. 

K. Commission Resolution No. 5-1411 dated 
April 19, 1976 is rescinded. 

L. Ninety (90) calendar days follOwing systemwide 
implementation of close headways operations, 
Decisio~ Nos. 81248, 83339, 83707 shall ~e 
rescindee • 
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:-!. 3AR'!' :;h~ll r~,:~i:"l 0:"1 each 0: i ':~ t.rain:. ~ 
vis~~l inclication of the spece signals being 
received by th~ tr~in's ~uto~atic train 
o?er~tion syztcm. 

~. The t:Qin control zvstern sh~ll be zuoplerncntcc 
by the ?res~ncc 0: ; trained oper~to: ~t the 
controls of Ouch tr~in. 

o. BART shall not ~llow ~orc than four trains 
to occupy one bor~ of the transb~y tube at 
one tim~, i.e., between the e~st port~l of 
the tube ~r.d Embarcadero st~tion. 

P. BART shall file a weekly report with the 
Commission on the number of times and length 
of time more tha~ twO train:. occupy one 
bor~ of the tra:"lsbav tube and i:"lcluoe in that 
report a st~tcme:"lt'of progress on the scat 
replacement ?rogr~m unc~: Case ~o. 9867 • 

2. EART shall advise the Com~ission staff of ~:"Iy proposed 

change in the status of 3-pointz '..:hich 3i\RT !'I'.ay :n~ke after the 
B-point modifica:io:"ls ordered by this decision. 

3. BART shall work wi th the Commission staff t6' develop 
opcrati:"lg procedures designed to limit the number 0: trains and 
passc:"Igers th~t can be in the t:~nsbay tube at one time under 
SORS to a level com~~nsuratc with opti~al safety and operational 

rcquire:nents . 
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~. BART zhall work wi~h ~he Com~i~zion zt~ff to develop 
pe~k-load facto: data for trains operating between Embarcadero and 

The effective date of thiz oreer 
a:::t:3~r t1,,:- .i~ he:cof. 

Dated JUN 31980 , at S~n Francisco, California. 
---------------------

,. 
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APm-..1)IX A 
Page 1 of 8 

BART GLOSSARY OF TER~ 

A Car - a vehicle with control cab which encloses the operator's 
positi¢n and houses train control equi?~en~. 
A Line - the mainline track from the Oakland Wye to Fremont. 
"A" Point Receiver - a track speed code receiver which is paired 
with a transmitter primarily designed for train detection and 
protection purposes. 
Algorit~ - a mathecatic~l fo~la; a :ule of procedure for 
solving' a :n3.them.'ltical ?robl~ ti:w.t frequently involves 
repetition of a~ operation. 
Automatic Train Control (ATC) - the =ethod (and, by ex~ension, 
the specific syste:) for autoOAtically controlling train ~ove~nt, 
enforcing train safety, and directing train operations. 
ATC includes four ~jor functions: 

Automatic Train Ooeration (ATO) - controlling speed, ?rogr~d 
. . d . .j! 1 1 ""AI • + • • • stat~on stopp~ng, oor o?erat~on, per.or--ance eve ~~~_~ea_~on, 

and other r~nctions traditionally assigned to the train operator 
and conductor. 
Auto'J:Ultic Train ~otection CATP) - assuring safe train 
movement by a combination 0: train detection, separation 
of erains running on the ~e track or over interlocked 
routes, overspeed prevention, and route interlocking. 
Autocatic Trai~ S~ervision (ATS) - Qonitoring of systeQ 
status and directing traffic movement to =aintain the 
schedule or min~ize the ,effect 0: delays. ' 
Co~ieation (CS) - interchanging infor--a~ion (voice, data, 
or video) between syst~ el~ents separated by distance • 

• 
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Backu~ Train Pro~ection W 'any system that protects the erain froe 
collis'ions with other trains that is in addition to the priIQary 
control and protection 0: the trains. 
B Car w a vehicle not equipped with a control cab. 
"Brr Point Receiver - o:ack speed code receiver either a eu...-rent or 
voltage type installed in addi'l:ion to an "A" point %'eceive%' :or 
refined speed profile adjust:lents or train protection,. 
Block - a length of track 0: defined licits, on which the ~ove=ent 
of trains is governed by au~ocatie rrain control. 
Brake Rates ~ the rate at which trains decelerate due to braking 
effect either in miles-per-nr.-per second or feet-per second-per 
second. 
~ - computer automated block syst~. A 'co=?uter syste: used 
to maintain stztion separation of EA.~! trains. 
Cline - the ma±nline track froe ~~cA:thur Station to Concord. 
Central Coneol - the cain control and ::lOnitoring facility for the 

trains, loc~ted at Lake Merritt. This is the location of the central 
computer and the ~in control panels. 
Circuit, Track - an arrange~nt of electrical equipcent, including 
the rails of ~he track, that fo==s a continuous electrical pa~h 
used for the purpose of detecting the presence of trains on the 
rails: the track circuit is also used to co~icate coc=ands or 
other info==ation between waysiee equipment and the train. 
Close Headways Ooer~tion - a system utilizing SORS to allow erains 
~o operate closer than the one station separation control enforced 
by the CABS system. 
Comouter Auto~ted Block Syste~ - (see CABS above) 
Comouter Self-Diaznostic Tests - tests that are per:or:ee by the 
computer upon itself to determine if it is ope:ating correctly. 
Consist - the n~er, tYPe, and specific ieentity of cars that 
cocpose a train • 
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Crossover - ~~o turnouts, arranged t~ for: a continuous pass~ge . 
between tw~ parallel tracks. 
Data Transmission Syste:~DTS) - one of several.digieal c~icatio--s 
systems at BAR!. Specifically, the one used to erar~~t co~nds 
a.nd monitoring i:lfOr::.::Ltion beewee:l the central train control co:%pU-eer 
and remote stations. 
Detection Dropouts - the loss of detection of a :rain by ~~e 
pricary detection systeo. 
Dead Train, - a train with no external ?o~,.;e:' energized to any 
part of its equipcent. 
Dropouts - the recorded disappearance of a train by lack of detection. 
Dwell (or Dwell Ti~) - the elapsed time froo the instant a train 
stop.S ::O·Jing in a station u..~til the instant it resu::es moving. 
DJT~mic Br:l!~ng - an electrical regcner:ltive fea~~e which converts 
the dyr-...lcie energy sto:::'ed i.."'l the tra.in ItOVe::.ent into electrical e:'lergy 
either to return it to the power ~?ply syste= or to waste it in 
resistor grids. In the process, the train is subjected to a braking 
effect .. 
Fail-Safe - a chzracteristic of a systeo which ensures that a fault 
or mal~~ction 0: any ele:ent affecting safety will cause the sys~e: 
to revert to a state t:'..at is bow to be safe: a lte::n.atively , c. systeo. 
characteristic which ensures that any fQult or cal~~ction will not 
result in an unsafe condition. 
Failure ~.a':lZ~e:::.ent Str.ateg;es ... strategies used by Central Control to 
allow the syste: to operate as close to norcal as possible when a 
system failure has oeeurred. 
False Oc~ancy - an indication of track oc~~?ancy when no train 
is present • 
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Friction Brake - the ~echanical brake system in the vehicle. 
When applied, it ~ill ese f=ictional effects gene=~~ed beeween 
the brake disc and pads to slo~ or stop ~~e car in ~tion. 
Gate - the l~t .of an interlocked route where entry to that route -is governed by a signaling device. 

Fixed Gate - the licit of an interlocked ro~te beyond which 
automatic o~eration of tr~ins is never ~e==itted. _ 4 

Gate Stop - a designed ze=o speed code which is i:nposed i:l. ~Otlt 
of an interlocking gate. The zero s?e~d will not be reQoved 
unless the alignoent through the interlocl(ing is properly =ace 
and locked. 
G:-ade -

l. the r~tio of the vertical rise or fall of the track to 
horizontal:"distance t:.a·\I·eleo.. Equiva.lent to the tangent 
of the angle of the track with the horizontal. 

2. gro\:nd level, usually in the expression Hat grade·' 
ceaning at the finished surface of the ground, after 
any constr~ction ~difi~:ion suc~ as cut or fill. 

Half-Speed Restriction - a designed feature in the cars which, when 
activated, will autoQatically res~ict the train speed to one-half 
of its eomoand speed. 
Hardwa=e/Sof~are - Hardware, -- equip=ent 

Software, -- computer progra=s 
Eeadwax. - the ti:le separation betr..:ecn two ttains traveling 1:1 

1:he sa:e direction on the S.;l.::1e ttaek, ::I.e3.si!red f::o'Q. the instant 
the head end of the leading train passes a giver. reference point 
until the head end of the ttai:l i=ediately follOWing passes the 
sa~e reference ?oi~t • 
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Hi-Density Tests - a series of tests per£o~ed'~ 1979 to test 
the algorit~ of the SOR cocputer when utilized in the close 
headways operation. 
Rostle - manual operation of a ~ain, usually into a station 
or yard. 
I~eded Mode - an added vehicle speed control device. ~T.hen 

actuated, it will place the :rain in the t=?eded ~de of operation 
and reduce the train speed to 75% of the co:manded speed. 
Initialization - the clearing and re-st~rting of a syst~. 
Interlocking - an arrangeoent of signals and control apparatus 
so interco~~ected that functions :us: succeed each other in a 

?redete~ned sequence, thus perQitting train movements along 
routes only if safe conditions exist. 
Interlocking Route - a route be~1een two opposing ~terlocking 
signals • 
Initial Service Area - the first few stations or sections of track 
which will be placed in service after the authorization of close 
head't-;ays operation. 
Junction - a location where train routes converge or diverge. 
1< Line - the ca.inline o:ack =roc. :1.ilcArthur to the Oakland rllye. 

Latching - an electrical or mechanical operating condition which 
requires special or particular action to cr~nge its status. 
Latched Oc~ancv - a tr~ck oc~~ancy condition registered in a 

computer which requires certa~ predete=mined actions in orde: 
to change or re:ove the ens t:ing t:ack occupancy. 
Lead Train .. the preceding train of two 0:: 1:lOre t::.lins ~,hich ::lOve 
in the ~e direction. 
M line - the mainline track from Oakland Wye to Daly City. 
¥~tigatinz F~cto=s - ~ :easurable q~~tity which can be used to 
represent the icproveoent of operation 0= red~ction of ~ilure . 
rate ir. eq~i?:ent. 

• Murohy's Law .. if anything can go ~ong, it will. (Author unk=.own .. ) 
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No~l Oirec=ion - the prescribed direc~ion of ::ai~ traffic 
as specified by the r~les, usually the ciirection in which all 
regularly scheduled revenue se~lice operatior~ are conducted. 
O":I.e/'r-J7o St~1:ion Se':Jaration - trtl.::"'-"s a::'e se?crated i:lte:ltionally 
by one or two stations. 
Oo~osins Train - a train =oving in the direction opposite to 
another e:ain on the SS:le t:::'ack. 
Overst>eed Control - :ha~ onboard ,?ortion 0: the ear borne ATe s'lsteI:l 
that enforces speed li~its in a fail-s~fe =anner. 
Perfo=oznce Level - a modifying ~ction applied to speed co~ands 
by the onboard train control hard~7e=e. Diffe::ent perfo:t":l.:lnce levels 
are used to change the train's acccle::ation and speed response to 
fixed wayside si~als. 
Primarv Detec~ion svsteo - a sub-syste= which is a par: of the basic 
automatic train control syste:, ~ctioning in sensing the existence 
of a train on the :rack. !nfo:=ation fro~ the syst~ is utilized for 
enforcing train separation and safe operation. 
PL1; PL2, e=c. - ?~::o:m~nce ~~vels 1, 2, ete.~ 0: 
PMl .. ~12, etc .. - '?er:o::nance =~odi:ica':io:'ls :.., 2, ete. are ·the 
levels 0: tr~in s~eed :esponse ~o the tracr. speed eor.~~~ds. Levell 
is ~he maximum level 0: response in speed and ~cceleration'as 
co~~anded from the t:ack speed profile. Levels 2 to 6 are 
g:adually lowered levels 0: response. 
R Line - the ~i~li~e e::ack ==o~ MacA=:~= Stati~ to Richmond. 
Redund.lnt: Syste:::. - a syste:l t:~t ho.s t:~J70 or :::lOre indepe-cde:lt 
para.llel pati:'.s that pe=::O:::l the Sa::le function. 
Revenue!Non-RcvC!':.ue ?assen:ze:: Se::vic~ - ope=atir.,g ~ .. 1it:h par...ng 
passengers/ operating without: paying ?~kSsengers • 
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Route - a succession of contiguous blocks be~Neen ~NO eo:t=ollcd 
gates or interlocked signAls. 

Conflietin~ Routes - two or more routes (opposing, 
co:verging, or intersecting) over which ~ove=ents 
cannot be ~de si~Jltaneously without possibility of 
collision. 
Noroel Route - a prescribed route, ~ route in the nor:al 
direction 0: train travel. 
Reverse Route - a route o~oosite to the no:=al route. . . 

Route Reauest - regist=ation at ~n interlocking of a desired 
interlocked route • 
. Running Rtlil - one of the two r~ils co::prisi:lg the cack upon which 
a rail vehicle coves. 
Run Throu'Zh - intentionally passing a sta:::ion plat=Or.:l. 'i1ithout 
mal'ing a scheduled stop • 
S~~nt - a conductor joining ~NO points in an electric~l circuit 
so as to form a parallel or alternate path th:ough which a ?O=tion 
of the current may pass. 
Scauential Occuoancv Release (SOR) - a sche~ =0= providing pro~ection 
against rear-end collisions by latc~~ng block oc~~ancy ~n~ re~~iring 
occupancy 0: blocl<s in correct se~uence. 
Soeed ?rofile - the ::Ia:d:ru.:l alloWable speed 0= speeds tM.t a train :1O.y 
travel between stations d~endent upon the pOSition 0: trains ahead. 
Soeed Code Signals - signals trans:itted to the train via the tracks 
th.;lt cont:=ol the speed of trains .. 
Stranded Latch Occu~ancy - an indicated oceupa~cy on the SORS 
computer that ~s not been re-set afte: the train has ?~sscd • 
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Switch - a device that ~o~es rails (switch points) laterally to 
permit a train to transfer fro~ one track to another. 

Facin~ Point Switch - a track switch with points £acing 
toward approaching tr~ffic. 
Trailin?:: Point S~ ... itch - a track switch with points 
facing away from approaching traffic. 

Switch point - a movable tapered track rail, ~~th t~~ point 
designed to fit against the stock rail. 
Third Rail - a rail positioned alongside the running rails and 
caineained at ~n electrical potential for the pu--pose of supplying 
electri~l p~~er for the propulsion of trains (also called the 

"contact rair'). 
Train - a consist of one or more cars combined into an operating 
unit (see also Consist). 
Train !clcntificatio~ - ~thod of desi~ting trains by ~ans 0: such 
info~tion as train n~er, destination, or length: may be accOQ?
lished automati~lly for functions such as routing or dispatchi~g. 
Train Lines - bundles of wire tr..at ~r:y electrical sig:l3ls throughout 
the length of the train. 
Transfer Track - a seetion of track in a train yard where the 
transfer between autocatic main line and manual yard ~ode of 
operation takes place. 
~.;ravside - that area 0: the trac~ay i::nediately adjacent to the 
~~ing rails, including the third rail and bellast. 
Wye - a track configuration, res~ling the letter Y, where t~ee 
main ttacks are j oineci by s<;Olitches and con..~ecting track in such a 
canner that a train entering ==om any :zin track can exit via eithe= 
0: the others .. 
Yard - a network of t=ac!<s for ~king up r=ains-and s:o=ing cars • 
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cor1? ~~:.sO:: OF O?..::JE?.S AS .??O?OSED 

FOR OCTOBER 16, 1979 , to-,;-~!::G 
O_~· '~~-C'm-ou ~o ,;..\ ~:.l.J..!. J-. ... J. .;. .... , • 5??2? 
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~TA?F'S ??O?OSED O?DER!NG ?AP~C?JJ?H ~ 

On :t.e e:~cc'ei'le ea~c 0: this o:-c!c:, ~hc San F:ancisco 

C ... d ....... o ... s· 0 ....... "". •• . 

l~ :~ o:ee: ~o li~~ the C~ES =est=ictio~s a; sp~ci
!ied i~ ?a:ag:ap~ 2 of :hi$ o:ee: a~d i:ple=en~ Close Eeacwajs 

ope:ation !o: any SO~ ~~a:ion a=e~, BART s~~ll: 

(SORS) as a backup 

during .. bo~!:. 

ope:a:inS p:oced~es, as a~tho=izee 07 t~e Co~~issio:. , 

sepa=atiO:l. ;"s a. ~~~- 0' -... ~ __ ~'~ ~-.. o~o-_, ::,,=,,, "''' - l' 0- 9 

... ",-.- 50-:"5 .. .: ....... .. ,,'- .. '" ""'.. "- .., .. t't -"'c ... • ..... .: .. - "0 cO-. .. .: .. ··o··~, .. • -eco-.:I (,Ii ..... ..,.,............... ~ 'If" ..... ~.;J -J" .. ~ 

, 
o~ ViO!8~io~s 0: p:ope: 
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(C) Disable al! E ?oi~~ !u~c~io=z w~ose sole ~~=_ 

=a-=e .. 

Sys~c= (SCRS) ~z e Oacku? :0= t~e ~i:a::: 

(3) Co~C .. ..:.c~ a ~~o~~- ·0 ~o~~-o- SO~~ :,.. IS- y......."" - ... .., _ .... "." 

~ol'o··'~~~ ~~~'e~e~-a·~o~ 0' .. - n ... ••o _".y __ .... _w "'... .. 

I .. ) ,.;. 
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O~~-3·0~~ ~~a" -e~o--~"'- _ -.. .. .", a,;, ..... .-. _ :' -. ~ 

. 

a:::.y :':.c:.c.e!lt 

0 .1" ..... "e"'''''- ·c'" (10) "'0 ......... "I. ('40~~ ... .; ... -..,,.-.. ~l-• ,,p..., .. ~.J\III ........ , .... rr.- • .;j ..... -.. ~ • .., _ 

la:!o~s w~c:e possiole vio~atio~z o~ SO?S 

~.~~ ~~a" ~p~~o-~ ~e-~o~~e ~~~--e~a-e. 
~~- ~~ -- ,--- -- ~ -- ~- ~--~ - - -

i::::c:,valz. 

(:i) O?e:a.tc ";!!e Ve::.t Sepa:-ation Sys-:e: du:-i:'lg :even'1:.e 
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2. !~ aeeorda~ec with ~he requi=c=e~ts o! ?a=8~aph 

3:'ea as !ollows: 

1":1) \0 .... 

that it ~o lo~ge= e~!o=ees the CABS ~~a~iO~-

•• "1111'\~ ':kc --~ k u •• ,.,~~ I11III' '!ttl .... o.C ... 

:::':lte:loe~":'=g) • 

......... -,", -0"-'" - ~;..- 'III.... --0--
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STAPF'S PROPOSED ORDE?~NG ?AR:~GP~~ ; 

• 
=ay ~e :es~o:cc i! :ecczsa:y. This c~,a~ili~y shall oe 

re:oved !ro: ~~e e~~~:e systc: for a ~eriod of at least ni:ety 

(90) cale:~a= cays. . / 
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as 

4 . 

. . " ~ . . 2 ? ~ ':)m s"" a l' spec::. ... ::.e ... ::':l pa:-ag:-a!':. '-'11.,;.... ... _ 

(A) ?e:!o::ar.ce ~evol 1 (?~ 1) co==a~e$ $~ll ~o~ 

( . '\ ·"1 

I"":!,\ 
1.-; 

lozs o! 

opc:a-:~c.. 

Co~i$sio~ stat~. 

a~ S:C:~'s ~:oposal) 
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~he Co~ssio~ s~a!! o! the zpeci:ic s:~~io~s i~volvee./ 

3 t. ";)m ... , I S "C~I"'\":)OS':"!"l O~""'t"':''''~'G ":>. ':) ~ G~ /, ~t.1 6 ~~ - :.\,,;. .".,J ... ~.......... _ l' .. iJI. ~ ... 
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STAFF'S ?RO?OSED ORDERING ?~:~G?A?F. 7 

-... eve~··e·se-... ·'./~ ... ·ce ,,-~_~_, -.. ~_~.'-...... ~ (~O) c~'~-Aa- ~ay~ s~·-- ·~h _... "'-- "'", ............ ...... ~ ...... 0;;... .._ .... 

i~itiatio~ or Close Eeadw~J~ opc~atio~. Ten (10) calene~: 

shall ?=ovic.e 

capacity o~ t~C' Cent:al T:ain Co~t:ol Co=~u:e= ~~ec= the i~c:e3see 

Iee~tical to ~ta!!'s ~=o~osal. 
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SORe --~~- se~a-~·~o- o.~.~ ~-•. ~ o~~_e.- SO.~c-.-elu~e~ ....., ............. J:' .............. "'l,oi.u~"'. ..., a.I,oi. 

,=obleos., ~he inves-::iga~io: anc. a~lysis o'! eac:' 

:.nc::.ce::.-:. 

(3) Weey~y ~C?o=ts identi!yi~g, on a daily oasiz~ all . 

SOBS zte~io~$ w~e=e ~kES =ZS oee: re:ov¢c e~e eailj 

~eoula~io:s 0: ~ll SORS ala==s, SOPS :ese:s a:e soas 

co-~o~-;n~ ...... ~ .. h ~eos._'-e~. • ....... • ....... ·0 ....... a _ 0: 

Close :'eac.waje op(:=a-:io~ a: -:;~e !i::s-: SC?.s statio:. U:ltil :i:ety (90) 

... ··..::.-e-··'.;.il~ C" O"e ;;>J ~.., .. ,.-~.". .. a,# 
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STAPP'S PRO'?OSE:) ORDER!i~G PARAG?.;'?!:! ~ 

?::e ... e~"; ;:,cve:::u.e --a~~~ ~-o~ ~-e-o~c~~~g "'. • .. --.1 _. ... .", ... _ Q ...... 

excessive loss o! ~;:,aking ca~abili~y, as 

:<!c::!";ical ";0 
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10. 3A..~::..ay ?:-ovic.~ a:lY se:-vice =ou~e i~ c::'oo.ses. 
~lo notice -0·· ... ,; "'g .. ..." ....... ". 

Co~~ission. (This ~esci=es C~Qiz~ion ?e=ol~~ion £-1411, ~at~d 

I 

BART'S ?RO?OS~ O?DE2!~C ?A?~G?~?H 10 

I~e~·~ca' ·0 sta .. ~.~'~ ~ ... -0~A~a1. .... ....... _... - J:' /:'""'--
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S~A??'S ?RO?OSED OP~E?ING ?A?~~RA?E 11 

833,9, 83707, ~d Resolutio~s S-1358, 5-1365, a~e 5-1,82 s:~11 ~e 

:-escineec.. . 
-~~ 'o-~go~-~ -~~ 'o'low~-6 o-_~e ... -w.... _ . ..", _".Q., w.,.\,;" ... _.. \.. 

'?:::'ovisions :!'::O:1 Decizio:l No. 81248 l:1~e [-::0: Dccisio:! I;o. 83339 
/ 

s::c :oci!iec to ::e:lec~ t~e ~eec to conti~~c ce::tain =equi=e:e~ts 

visual indieatio~ o! t~e s?ecc si~ls 
being =eeeivee ·0:/ -;;he :=a:'::.' s ATO sjste:-. 

(3) ~~e ~=ain co~t=ol systc: ~hall be su,~le:entcc 

• bj the p=esence 0: a t-::ei~ed ope=ator at t~e 
controls 0: each t=ai~ (a~endee !:oc Decisio~ 

!c.e:'l'~ica1 

• • 
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2A V AR EA RAPIO TRANSIT 0 ISiR leT 
gOO M~i~t'I Str«,,: 
O"'I<!~n<1. C4liforni. 94607 
Tel~~l'lone (4~5) 465":100 

Oe,:obe: 5~ 1979 

~=. Alex E. tutkus, Y~n~ger 
3AR~ Safety Section 
Public ~tili:ies Co~ission 
Cali;ornia S:a:~ 3uild~ng 
San Fr~~ciseo, cali!orn!a 

B-?oints 

94102 

A :eeting ~as held on Sept~ber 18, 1979 at the BAR! 
Engineering o::ices, ntteueed by Xr. ~eil Br~berser. 
Close Eeacw~ys Project ~anaser, Y:. ~es Ere~, C?~C· s:~::. 
and ~ysel: :0 discuss the issue' of B-Points uncer Close 
He~e~ays o?er~:ion. 7he issue w~s first r~ised by the 
C?~C st~:: dur~n; the Close Headw~ys hearin;s conducted 
during 1978. 

~neer Close He3.cways o?era:~on· the ?r~:A=Y syste= '~ll b~ 
su??le~e~teG by the SOR sysce~ to ensure c~tinuous tr~in 
?:o:ect!on. ~he C?~C st~!: ~osi:10n, 3S ra!see curing the 
he~rings. is :hat B-?oints ~re 3. foro 0: ?r~~ry train 
de:ec:~on no~ su??le~eu:ed by SOK. As sue~. they eigbt 
re?rcsent 3 ?ossible.risk and shoule be r~ovee or =oeifice 
:0 ,rotect ag3.!nst ?oss!ble failure. 

!he BAR! pOSition, as ?resen:~d during the bearings, is that 
B-?oin:s rc?resen: a neglig!ble risk :0 ,a:r~s. and· there is 
a sreat deal 0: ev!ecnee to deoon3:rate the sa!e o?erat!on 
0: B-Po:!.n:s ov'er the s!x ye~rs. of BAA! o,era:ion. M<!'!.tiona1ly. 
':he f~nc:ions ,erfor=ed by 3-?oin:s ~re critical :0 the sys:eo 
''l:r.e of!set .a~>' r:!.sk ?ercc:ived by the CPCC staff, :rna the to:a.l . 
removal 0: B-?o!nts ~oule ~ve 3. sevc:re and u~eee?:able 
effect on o?c:rations. 

Over the las: several :on:hs, ~e11 Bru:berger has worked with 
~es E:ek O~ a propos.: ~hieb =~gh: reso:ve th!s !ss~e. :~ 
the course of this vork. each of· the 233 B-?oin:s in ,:~e 
sys:eo ~as ineiv1d~11y evaluated according to the i:?ort.ance 
0: the functions i: ?er:o==ee. ,On the basis 0: :h~s 
ev~lu~:ion. each ~-?oi~: ~as Cl3ssi:ic:c as either esse~:ial 
or non-essenci~l :0 o?~ra:ions. Zssen:i3l :~-nctions 
~nclueed: ber:hi~g i~ t~3.ns!er :r~cks. ter:inal zoneS ~~e 
station ?l~:!o~s: through speee o?:i=i:~:ion: ane 3??ro.achcs 
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Son-essentia! f~nctions i~cluded follo~1ng move s?eed 

!hose B-?oints ~h1ch did not perforo essential functions ~oulG be ei~her 
r~oved 0: ~odified on the b~sis :hat the :1s~ ?e:ceivee by the C?UC 
s:~ff is no: offset by any significant o?e:ational ~ene!it. 

!hose B-?oints yhich ?er~o~ed functions esseneial to operations vould 
be retained on the basis that the val~e of the function offsets vhatever 
risk the CPUC staff :1gh: perceive. 

Folloving these criteria. of a total of 233 B-?oin:s sys:emvide. kO 
B-Points ~ere identified yhich perfo~ed no essential functions and 
vhich BARr vill totally disable prio: to starting Close Readyay oper~tion. 
Additionally. 29 other speed profiles involving E-Poin:s vere identified 
as non-esse~t1al and ~ll be appro?ria:ely ~odifieG. The lists 0: 
B-Poin:s to be vholly disabled and of speed codes to be ~odified is 
.'l::ached. 

In the :ee:ing 0: Se,:e~ber 18. 1979. B~~rts ,:oposal :0 ~~e the above 
:odifica:ions and thereby resolve the B-Poin: issue ~as :evi~Jed ar~ 
found acceptable or ~es Erck. 

Should you have any fur:her concerns reg~rding this issue. please contact 
::1C. 

Sincerelz, 

RJ.~~ 
It. s. ~eule 
Director of S~fety 

Enclo~ure 

, 
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B .. ?O!~'I' REMOVALS 

• 
1. A2 .. :\OR A10 .. A 971 + 73 

2 .. Ml .. R:.""V A10 .. E 899 + 02 

3. Cl .. RS~· A10 .. R 929 .. 75 

4. Cl .. ~OR A10 .. H 941 + 90 

5 .. C2 .. ~OR Al0 .. C 929 .. 76 

6. Al .. ~OR AlO - ;, 1060 + 27 

7. Al - NOR ;"40 .. B 1327 ... S5 

8. Al - NOR A60 .. B 1691 ... 78 

9. Al - NOR A70 .. B 181~ .. 77 

10. Al .. !o.~R A70 - B. 1825 ~ 37 ' , 

11. A2 - NOR ABO - A 200[. + 25 

• 12. TF 3/4 A--/ I - B 1954 + 32 

13 .. A2 - NOR A70 .. A 1873 -10- 75 

14. A2 - R.:.""V ;..60 .. A 169l + 8l 

15. A2 .. NOR A40 .. A 1364 .. 4S 

16 .. Cl .. NOR C20 - D 1533 .. 72 . 

17. Cl .. NOR iCO - B 1023 ~ 10' 

lS .. &4 .. NOR. iCO .. C 1039 + SO 

19. Y.2 .. 'NOR ~10 - :s 821 + 37 

20. Y.2 .. NOR :-'.20 .. F 430 + 43 

21 .. y.z - :\OR !-!20 .. i' 436 .. 2S 

22. Y.2 .. NOR Y.20 .. F 469 ~ SS 

23 .. Y..2 - ~R X60 - ?, 351 .. 18 

• 24. Y.2 - ~OR. y.sO .. B 201 + 27 

25. ~ - NOR :180 .. :0 270 ~ 77 
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26. Y.2 .. NO? 

27. M2 .. NOR 

28. ~.l .. ~R 

29. Ml .. NOR 

30. m .. NOR 

:n. Xl .. ~R 

32. Xl .. ~OR 

33. Ml .. NOR 

34. itl .. NOR 

35. 1U - ~OP. 

36. lU .. NOR 

• 37. Rl .. NOR 

38. Rl -< F-'tV 

39. R1 .. NOR 

40. R2 .. NOR. 

• 

!-reO .. D 

~.e0 .. D 

XSO .. A 

},.80 .. A 

!-!60 .. A 

Y.20 .. E 

Y.20 .. E 

~O .. A 

R20 .. B 

&20 .. :B 

R.20 .. D 

RSO .. Eo 

RSO .. D 

R6S .. Eo 

&20 .. A 
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1Zl + 90 

138 + 99 

166 + 80 

245 + 17 

416 + 99 

461 +'43 

487 ... 90 

863 + 37 

lli9 ... OS 

1181 ... SO 

1280 ... 62 

1384 -+- 98 

1499 "'" 20 

1610 ... 43 

1172 ... 00 
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S PEE 1> PROFILE CHA~CcS 

• XU'!. 1'I?t:.:< BtoCK BtoCK S?EZ~ CO~E' 

1. C2 A10 - G AL6e AJ-1GIA!-2C 18/6 -- 5 

2. Y.2 A10 - ": A..?.8F AR13: 18/6 -- 6 

3. Al A10 • :s AP..5B AA15B 70/50 -- SO 

4. Cl 100 - B !<RSE l<R9B 6/0 ---;. 0 

S. Cl K20 • B 1O.8B KR9D 27/18 18 

6. C;' iCO - B taSS 131;:0 27/18 18 

7. C3 iCO - B KR12B ~14B 36/27 -- 27 

8. C3 ICO - :s n12~ KR13B 6/0 .:.-- .. 0 

9. C3 :CO - B ~13B ~9D 36/27 .o .. 27 

10. C3 lOO .. B lOt!3B M10D/:all:) 36/27 ,..- 27 

11. C3 100 - B KR'''<) • .JJ KR14B 6/0 --- .. 0 

.2. C4 100 .. E K:.1E :<I.13A/lC.14A 2il18 -- 18 

13. R.2 100 - C lC:.llC lO:.SA/::::. 9 A 27/18 18 

14. R2 iCO .. C :a.llC K!.13A 27/18 -- 18 

15. C3 :00 ... · :: nlF KR--'t" I. l8/6 -.- {) 

16. e3 !Co .. F ~lF lCit8F 36/27 ... 27 

17. C3 100 ... - ~ :o.lF ~9F/~10: 50/36 36 

18. Cl !CO ~ KR.4F la7F 18/6 .... - 6 ... J: 

19. 1"'.2 M10 - B ~lOB MR17B 50/36 -- 36 

20. X2 :-'.20 - D ~D ~6D/~7D 18/6 --- 6 

21. y~ Y.20 ... D $6:0 ~lO!) 36/27 -- 27 

22. ~.2 ~.20 - :- ~l1F XR1ZF ~/O ---- O· 

23. M2 X80 - :> ~!) XR9D "J6/27 -- 27 

.4. Xl XSO -C ~6C ~lC 50136 ... 26 

~60 27/".8 :8 25. Xl - A ~lA ~lC 
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• XlJ"!.'!IFtEX BtoC'K BLOCK SPEED CODE 
CHA~CE' 

26. Ml M60 - A ~5A xtAA 18/0 --- 0 

27. Ml M?O - A Y-tollA ~9A '1,6/27 -- 27 

2$. ~l ~60 - A ~llA ~lOA. laIC --- 0 

29. Ml M20 - C MI.2C Y.!.9E 36/27 -- 27 

• 

• 
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CLOSe: HEADWAYS 

MONITORI~C PROC~~ 

'1. Paint shunts ~nd 700 rt. shunt ~~r~ers :0 show :r~!n o~~r~:ors possible 
viol~:ion~ of SOR pro:ectio~. 

2. Use taillight :l~shers to w~rn train oper~tors wh~n a :r~in ~he~d ~i;ht no: . 
h~ve ~ protective following move speed profile. 

3. Use ti~e la?s~ cameras to record the SOR inputs and outputs Guring the firs: 
48 hours of Close Headvay operation in each station. ~$~ the s~~e C3cera~ to 
record SOR inputs and outputs for ~t leas: 10 hours following any sU$,ec:ed 
SOR protection violations. 

4. 1ncr~ase th~ !requcney of SOR preventivc ma1n~enanee :es:~ from once every 
60 d~ys to once every 30 days !or e~ch SOR cooputer • 

S. Retain the four ~bove measures during the entire pha~e-in of Close Head~ay 
operation nne! for 90 c.:lend.1r d~ys'~f:et' Clost: Hcadw.lYs is operAting 
syt>te:::wide. 

CPUC STArr ?RO?OSAr.. 

M~n1tor and record all SOR inputs ~nd out~u:s in ~l! 26 SO~ s:n:10ns, 24 hours 
per.d~y, 365 days pe: yc~r. fo: ~s long as SOR is used :0 provide tr~in 
,ro:ec:tion. 

Version 2: Use !:).:sn~:ic s:or,,:c Gevices in ~ech of. :h~ 7.5 SOR ,;t.l:ions to 
~utoma:ic"lly record ~nd store the d~t" d~rcct~y !re~ on~ 0: to~ twO 
computers :hc::'t!. 

Version 3: l,;.:::c ~ new c~r.:r:'ll co:::pu:c-r eonnCCt('J to e:lch 0:: the 26 SOR ~:<l:io~ 
vi.~ ~ le"s.:d coclrnt.:nic.:tt:!.Clns line: :0 a~:o:t.'=~c.:tlly r~(:o:,e :.,~<! !.:orc :h~ <!.:tc1 
directly from one of the tWO co~~utcr~ ther~. . 

*w!-:o=~: vcr.ni,.t".~ 2 .~n:.! 3 w¢u::.<! req~i.C'c O:'lC y~;)~ to imi'lc.::c:l.t .-:.ctet' fu=-.ds 
h~ve been obt~ineG. 
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MONITOR ?ROC~~ COST SL~\RY 

An:u'\41 
P:'og:':lm AciG 1: 10 t'l.4l ea,i:011 O,e:':l:inz 

Perso:lncl Cost Cos: 

CPUC V~rsion 1 20 525.000 $1,116,000 

CPUC Version 2 17 $360.,000. $564.000 

CPUC Version 3 5 $640,000 $240,000 

BART Progr:lc $10,000 539,000 " 


